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UPC Plans for Accreditation

McCue
Tom

accredited, it is hard to see if they
will come up with a damaging
negative. We expect to be helped by
constructive criticism."
To prepare for the accrediting
team's visit, the University Planning Council has undertaken the
task of writing a report, covering
every facet of the university.
Most of the guidelines for drafting the report were formulated by
the NEAA. However, topic
suggestions from BC were also
taken into consideration. The
report will ocver the university's
objectives, organization and control, academic programs, faculty,
students, library and financial
resources.
Fr. Donovan stated that the team
was asked to pay special attention
to the library since its facilities are
inadequate. The team will then advise the university on how to deal
with the situation until a new
library is built. BC also requested
that the team take a critical look at
the Graduate School of Arts and
Sciences.
To assure that each area of the
report will thoroughly cover
To assure that each area of the
report will be thoroughly covered;
cancelled at a minimum loss. JuJu, each member of the UPC has been
based in Washington, D.C., had to assigned a topic to research and
leave there Thursday afternoon to write a report on by Christmas
reach Boston in time. So, by the vacation. These reports will then be
time BSF realized they were to combined to form a final report of
receive only $400, it was too late to about 150 pages. The team will
contact the group and cancel the receive the report one month before
thought it their visit.
concert. Thus, BSF
should put on the Harambiweekend The accrediting team, composed
despite the lack of necessary funds. of eleven members, include
Meeting into the early morning specialists who will study each
(continued on page 8)
(continued on page 9)

by Andrea Lichota
Fr. Charles Donovan, senior
vice-president of BC and chairman
of the University Planning Council,
stated that the university is looking
forward to the April visit of the
New England Accrediting Association (NEAA) as a chance for BC to
be critically evaluated by outside
professionals.
Fr. Donovan stated, "This visit is
not one of anxiety or defensiveness
but a welcoming of professionals
who can see where our strengths are
and point out our weaknesses." He
added, "We think we're fairly ready
for this. This visit is at an appropriate time since we have
finished our long range planThere is more data of
ning
where we are and projections of
where we're going than five years
ago."
As to the outcome of the visit,
Donovan said, "Since all our
professional schools were recently

..

Black Student Forum Owes UGBC $11,500
by Jim Malone

The Heights asked Fr. Hanrahan just two days before the scheduled
The Heights has learned that whether the student received any Harambi weekend. Jenkins, unUGBC made two loans totalling disciplinary action; he responded, aware of the "eight weeks prior"

$16,985.75 to the Black Student
Forum (BSF) to cover the expenses
of two functions sponsoredby BSF,
and that BSF still owes UGBC $11,-526.25. This sum appears in the
UGBC budget under the heading
"Miscellaneous."
According to a member of
UGBC, last year's BSF President
received a verbal commitment for a
loan to cover the expenses of a
Spinners concert which was subsequently held in March. The Deskins
administration assumed office
March 1 and was obligated to honor
the commitment made by the
Moran administration, as well as
written contracts previously signed
by the BSF President and the
Spinners. Had the Deskins administration not wanted to fund the
concert, the Spinners would have
had to receive the money anyway
because the contracts had already
been signed.
Because of poor promotion and
planning on the part of the former
BSF President and because a
sizeable number of students were
able to sneak into the Spinners concert for free (due to poor security
planning), a total of $4,208.25 was
collected for the event compared to
an expected $20,000. Because BSF
has no budget, UGBC was left being
owed the sum of $11,471.70 by an
organizationwith no assets.
To further complicate this situation, the former BSF President did
not respond to demands by UGBC
to return the money received at the
concert. UGBC members made
numerous attempts to meet with the
former president, only to have the
appointments cancelled because of
his alleged ill health. Finally, the
Dean ofStudent Affairs Father E.J.
Hanrahan stepped in to force the
former BSF President to hand over
the money owed to UGBC.

"The student is no longer attending requirement, appeared before the
BC. I can't say anything more than AFC with a request foi $3,000. The
that." Arrangements were madefor next day the AFC posted its decithe student to repay UGBC over the sion on to give the BSF a total of
summer. Hanrahan hopes to have $400 for the event.
the situation resolved by Christmas.
The AFC hoped that since no
At present, UGBC is receiving contracts were signed by the BSF
payments from the former BSF with JuJu, the group scheduled to
president, for the money made on perform, the event could be
the concert. The Black Student
Forum is still responsible for a
balance of $10,221.25 remaining on
the first loan to their organization
from
UGBC.
The BSF, under new president by Susan Liguori
The university is soon to publish
Tracy Jenkins, began formulating
its
revised Affirmative Action Plan
plans at the end of last year to hold
for
the hiring of women and
a Barambi weekend this past
at all levels of employminorities
September to raise funds to pay off
College, including
ment
at
Boston
the loan from the Spinners concert.
and support
faculty,
administrative
However, because of past exstaff
positions.
BC,
Stuperiences with concerts at
According to a Personnel Office
dentActivitiesChairwoman Carole
in October 1975, women
printout
Wegman discouraged a large conaccount
for
27 percent of the total
cert event. Finally, Jenkins went to
number
of
at BC; 30 percent
faculty
with
for
proposal
a
Wegman
posts are held
of
the
administrative
Barambi weekend, with expenses
totalling $3,000. Jenkins was seeking the money from the Activities
Funding Committee of UGBC, but
since AFC must authorize the funding of such events eight weeks in
advance, Wegman could give no
assurances that money would be
available to BSF for the Barambi
weekend. Wegman says she did not
give the impression that the BSF
should go ahead with its plans.
However, Jenkins said she felt
Wegman indicated that funding of
the weekend would be possible. BSF
went ahead with plans for the
weekend.
According to Jenkins, BSF was
not informed that the AFC must approve the funding of any event eight
weeks in advance of the event.
Because of delays due to the
opening of school, the first AFC
meeting was not held until Sept. 24, Alice Jeghelian

Affirmative Action Revising Plan

Holmes

Jean e

by women. Three per cent of full- The BC Affirmative Action Office
time faculty are of a minority has prepared a report, soon to be
group, and four per cent of ad- distributed to alldepartments, comministrators are of minority status. paring University hiring goals for
"The hiring of more minority facul- 1975 by race and by sex, with the acty and administratorshas been and tual university work force in 1975.
will continue to be our number one
A major difficulty in implemenpriority," said Director of Affir- ting affirmative action inmative Action, Dr. Alice Jeghelian. educational institutions, according
Felix Blackburn, Assistant Director to Jeghelian, is that "every
of Affirmative Action said he would academic department is
like to see more blacks in all areas autonomous in its hiring decisions,
ofBC.
and free to set its own selection
The purposes of Affirmative Ac- standards according to principles of
tion are to insure "that all in- academicexcellence. We cannot tell
dividuals are treated fairly without a department whom to hire,"
(continuedfrom page 9)
regard to race, religion, age, sex or
national origin, and affirmative action is taken to correct any existing
situation that might be the result of INSIDE THE HEIGHTS:
differential treatment by race, sex
or national origin." (BC University
Student Guide). The Affirmative 3: A&S EPC inactive
Action Office was established in
1971 in compliance with Federal 4: Letters
Executive Order 11246 which requires all government contractors to 5: A day with Timilty
establish affirmative action
programs.

6: Heights Revue

To correct past discrimination or
"underutulization" of women and
minority individuals, Federal
regulations require an institution to
set up goals and timetables for the
hiring of minorities and women.

10: Uses of nuclear power
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Newsbriefs
Monday, October 27th number or call 232-X613.
Guest speaker for Dan Rohrer's Wednesday,
October
Media Advertising TV and Film,
director John Purdy, Cushing 237 29th
at 2 PM. All invited.
Health Career Seminar. 7 PM.
BCSN Halloween Party-open to McGuinn Aud. reception followSON faculty, students and RN's
ing, McGuinn sth floor lounge.
SON Social Committee. 3:30-6 PM,
Life Saving Course 7PM. Carney
Cushing Faculty Lounge. Baked 104.
goods are appreciated: Witch's
Gold Key Senate Meeting 7:30 PM,,
Brew will be served.
McGuinn 3rd floor lounge.
Gillette will interviewing MBA candidates in Finance (who will be Alpha Phi Omega Lecture, 7:30 PM,
graduating in December or who O'Connell Hall.
will be able to take on a full-time APO Future of Consciousness Lecposition in January today. Please ture, O'Connell. (TBC)
check with Carol Kujawski, Christian Students are meeting at
scheduler at the Career Planning lunchtime today in Lyons 211 from
and Placement Center for further noon to Ipm. All are welcome to
information.
come.
Mr. John E. Steele, Director of There will be a Helath Related
Career Planning and Placement will Careers Night in McGuinn
meet with all the MBA students in Auditorium. There will be a discusFulton 200 at 2:30 PM
sion of the various Health Related
"Music Makers" interviews with Careers-open to all majors. It will
Craig Chaquico and David start promptly at 7PM. A social
Freilberg of the Jefferson Starship will follow in the sth floor lounge.
WZBC 90.3 FM at 7 PM.
Spanish Fiesta at Spench House
Philosophy Caucus is sponsoring (Greycliff Hall) 2051 Comm. Aye
Philosophy Caucus Seminar title: 7:30 PM. Admission $.50
Ethnicity in the Soviet Union, (Costumes optional)
McGuinn sth floor lounge.
Dr. John Lewis speaking on
Town Meeting 7pm. McGuinn "Structural Patterns in Science and
Aud. (UGBC)
Consciousness" sponsored by
SIMS, Murray Conference Room,
BPM.
Tuesday, October 28th
The Eagle's Eve WZBC 90.3 FM,
Women's Center, Yoga, 4:45 PM, 7PM.
Cushing Faculty Lounge.
Outing Club Meeting, 5:30 PM,
Cultural Committee - Allen Funt- Murray Conference Room
Best of Candid Camera, 8 PM
Rathskellar.
Thursday, October
Women's Resource Center presents
"Taking Our Bodies Back" a 30th
women'shealth film to be shown at TM Preparatory Lecture Murray
7PM in Cheverus Lounge. A dis- Conference Room BPM.
cussion will follow.
Honor's Program sponsoring Lec"The Ebony Experience" - inter- ture "The Serious Huck Finn",
view with Max Warner, of the given by Prof, of Political
NationalStudent Coalition Against Philosophy (at Claremont
Racism WZBC 90.3 FM at 7 PM. Graduate School) Harry Y. Jaffa,
Gold Key General Meeting. 4:30 in Higgins 304,8PM.
PM. Check office for place. All Yoga with Steffie Shapiro, 7PM,
membersshould attend. Anyone in- Campion Faculty Lounge.
terested in joining is invited to atUnion Latuna Meeting, 7PM.
tend.
Cushing Faculty Lounge
Nuclear Safeguards Initiative Homophile Union meeting,
7:30
petitioners organizing meeting, role
PM[/4 McGuinn 118.
playing and election day
"Sports Weekly" one hour of live
assignments
and lively sports talk-WZBC 90.3
William A. Delaney, President of FM,7
PM.
Analysis and Computer System"
will speak to all interested students
October 31st
at 4:30 in Fulton 412. He will dis- Friday,
cuss all aspects of Career Planning Christian Students are meeting in
and Job Seeking.
McElroy 114 at 3 PM. This will be
Udall for President Campaign is the permanent time and place for
holding an important meeting to our weekly Friday gatherings.
anyone interested. Udall's son Brad Everyone welcome to come for
will be our guest speaker. singing, sharing and study in Luke.
and
Reception
Refreshments. 8:15 PM. Check SIMS
McElroy bulletin board for room Refreshments, McGuinn sth Floor
?

?

World Hunger Meeting
Thursday, Oct. 30, 12

noon

Location: Murray House
Speaker: Carrie Levetson
from OXFAM
All students are invited to attend.
Bring a friend!

lounge.4PM.
Film Board presents Nosferatu, 7
and 9PM. McGuinn Aud. Pick up
free tickets at the McElroy Ticket
Booth beginning Thurs., 11 AM.
Chemistry Dept.- Halloween Party,
7:30 PM, McGuinn sth floor
lounge.
International Student Association
get-togetherat Haley House, 9 PM,
Morocian poetry.

Saturday, November
1st.

Film Board presents Nosferatu, 7
and 9 PM at McGuinn Aud.
O'Connell Film 2001: A Space
Odessey, 7 and 9pm, O'Connell.
Pick up free tickets at the McElroy
ticket booth.

-

Sunday, November 2nd

Scuba Club meeting, 4pm, Murray
Conference Room.
Divine Light Mission, 7pm, Fulton
412.
O'Connel Film
2001: A Space
Odessey, 7 and 9pm at O'Connell.
Spanish Mass, 7:3opm, St. Joseph's
Chapel.
This is Our God- WZBC 90.3 FM,
noon.

-

ANNOUNCEMENTS
An Evening with President Ford:
President Gerald R. Ford is coming
to Boston on Friday, Nov. 7th for a
reception at the John A. Volpe
International Terminal at Logan
Airport. The Black Eagle Jazz
Band, Jeff Stoughton's College and
Supper Club orchestra and the Two
Car Garage will be there to provide
entertainment. President Ford will
deliver an address to the crowd.
Tickets are now available at $15 a
person through the Boston College
Young Republican Club. Contact
Arthur Tassi
964-9435 for additional information.
Joshua Center, a student-run
hotlien and drop-in center, is now
open 24 hours a day, seven days, a
week. It is located tn the basement
of Shaw House and deals with
matters of human sexuality, legal
problems, drug use and abuse,
medical problems and general information. Call or drop by any
time.

WZBC is now featuring the "ZGram". Members of the Boston
College community who would like
to air their gripes, their comments,
or their problems, in two to three
minute messages should submit a
written copy along with their name
and address to WZBC, McElroy

105.
LaTertulia of Boston College will
have its first get together Oct. 28th,
at the Spench House (Greycliff)
located at 2051 Comm. Aye. The
purpose of La Tertulia is to give
students a chance to converse and
exchange ideas in Spanish on a
weekly basis. At the meetings, every
Tuesday at 7:30 PM there will be
wine and cheese served.
Financial Aid for second semester:
All students interested in financial
aid for second semester are
reminded that Nov. Ist is the filing
deadline for the BC financial aid
application and tax return and for
the Parent's Confidential Statement
or Student's Financial Statement.
Attn. All BC Faculty. There will be
a free Blood Pressure Screening
Clinic Nov. 4th and 6th from noon
to 3 PM in the Resident Student
Lounge. Sponsored by the
UndergraduateCommunity Health

-

Pick-up begins Nov. 3 Lyons
132A
In
Advisement, Nov. 3-12
departments.
Registration, Nov. 13-18
In
Departments
Drop Off, Nov. 17-19
132

901 Walnut St
527-915?

Easy Care Hair Styles for Men & Women
Blow Cuts Styling Natural Curl

- Lyons

\u25a0,__?^??????????i

Newsbriefs
should be

?

Receive expert care from Splro,
originally from the Chopping Block, and
meet his expertly trained staff
20% off with B.C. Id
Tues., Wed., Thurs.

\zpj> T)J

-

Law School students pick up
and drop off registration
materials on Nov. 12 and 13 at
the Newton Campus.

(Four Corners)
Newton, Mass.
?

There are still part time jobs coming into the Student Employment
Office for job listings and also the
blue-binders in the Student
Employment Office Please call the
employer directly for your choice of
job.

SECOND SEMESTER
UNDERGRADUATE
ADVISEMENT AND
REGISTRATION
November 3-19

SPIRO COIFFEURS
527-8291

Nursing Project, BCSN.
School Volunteers of Boston needs
volunteers to tutor reading, math
or English as a second language; to
assist with music, art, science,
drama and physical education
classes; to work in school libraries;
and to participate in special
programs. People who can speak
Spanish, Italian, Greek, French,
Vietnamese, or Korean are especially needed. Volunteers are
asked to give a minimum of three
hours per week during public
school hours, 8:30 AM to 3 PM.
Interested students may call 267-2626 for additional information.

Italian Restaurant

62 Washington Street
Home Style Food,
Brighton, MA
Pizza, subs
Corner of Washington St.
and Commonwealth Ave.
Open 7days a week
I lam to 12pm Sun. 3:30- 12p.m.

submitted
by noon
on

Thursday
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Thomas More Library to Open Month Behind Schedule
by Edmund K. Wolynec
The study center at St. Thomas
More Hall originally scheduled to
open Sept. 22, will open by the
end of October according to Space

Management Director Rick
Wallick. He said the library cannot
open until partitions are constructed
to separate the existing book stacks
and library offices from the study
center.

Dean of Students Fr. E. J.
Hanrahan said his original announcement of a Sept. 15th opening
may have been premature. He said
"I thought all I had to do was go
down and get furniture and move in.
I didn't realize the back (of the
library) was stacks."
Wallick accounted for the delay
by explaining,"To plan a relocation
of this scope into a building
designed as a law school you have to

take into account several factors as
well as many people and processes."
He added, "It's important to take
the approach that this is a permanent center, therefore you want to
make sure that it is planned and executed properly."
The project is being planned by
architect George Romano of Newton. Wallick said, "What the
architect is working on and has just
about completed is securing the
library processing center and the
stacks from the study center." The
plans also called for measures to ensure that the remainder of St.
Thomas More Hall, scheduled to
house University offices, will be
protected from possible late night
vandalism.
The Old Law School Library is to
house two distinct activities. Half of
the facility is to be used for closed

stacks, containing 60,000 volumes,
taken from the undergraduate
library at Newton along with offices
to process these books into the
library system. The other half is to
house the 59 double-stationcarrells
that will make up the study center.
Last spring the Newton Task
Force had proposed other possible
uses for the remainder of St.
Thomas More Hall, including
special study rooms, audio-visual
rooms and a student union.
However, Wallick said for the immediate future the building will
mainly house administrativeoffices
which must leave Gasson Hall during its renovation.
Until the study center in St.
Thomas More Hall is open. Fr. Space Director Rick Wallick says that Thomas More Library will
Hanrahan has reopened Cushing open in late October. (Isn't that now?)
Hall for late-night studying from 8
am to 2 am.

The University Academic Senate
partially settled the debate concerning the staffing of Senate committees at its Oct. 22nd meeting.
However, the Senate failed to deal
with most of the new issues on the
agenda. In a 45-minute session, the
Senate established a seven-member
Academic Affairs Committee.

Debate centered around the
make-up of necessary committees.
The Senate's recently diminished
membership caused many senators
to question the number and nature
of committees within the Senate.
Abolition of all standing committees was suggested when the advantages of standing committees
versus ad hoc committees was dis-

Bob

Budget to be Decided Soon

UAS Discusses Comm. Structures
by Marie Anne Fleming

Karn

cussed.
Senators also suggested that committee membership be held to a
minimum until a permanent decision about the committees is made.
This resolution, however, was not
adopted and the Academic Affairs
Committee was formed from the
seven nominees.
A report by the Committee on
Registration investigating the
current registration procedures and
proposing an update of the entire
process in time for spring preregistration was not discussed.
A motion to adjourn the meeting
at 8:25 pm was voted on and
accepted. This, according to
Senator Carroll, the originator of
the motion, was because of
"academic-related anguish caused
by a certain sports event."

by Kieran Fallon
UGBC President Duane Deskins
and Executive Assistant Peter
Markel have been examining BC's
proposed $56 million budget to
determine if a tuition hike can be
reduced or avoided. In proposing
next year's budget the University
Budget Committee also proposed a
$225 increase above the present
$2950 tuition to cover the effects of
inflation on BC.
The Budget committee also
recommended that room and board
rates be raised. Although Deskins
would not reveal the size of the
recommended increase he said, both
housing and the food service are not
self supporting and therefore have
to be supplemented from other university funds.
"We will be looking at all parts of
the budget, including auxiliary services, in an attempt to arrive at a
reasonable decision," Deskins
added. Any cuts made would have

to be carefully evaluated in order to

determine their long-range effects,
he said. "We want to avoid making
any hasty decisions that might be
harmful in the long run."
Deskins emphasized that neither
he nor Peter Markel had reached
any final conclusions and that the
decision by the Board of Trustees to
delay a vote on the proposed increased did not necessarily mean
that there would be no increases or
that the increases wouldbe substantially reduced. A final vote on the
budget will be taken by the Executive Committee of the Board of
Trustees early in November.
Deskins also said any student who
wished to make his or her views
known or who wanted to be informed on how the budget was constructed should attend the UGBC
sponsored Town Meeting to be held
tonight at 7 PM in McGuinn
Auditorium.

A&S EPC Plans Year's Activities
by Paul Hogan

K.arn

Bob

The UAS settled staffing problems at its October 22 meeting

Social Com. Inactive So Far
by Walter Rok

The UGBC Social Committee
has sponsored no activities this
semester. Social Committee
Chairperson Larry Haag(SOM 76)
said the committee has purposely
"held off" scheduling events for
September and October to avoid
conflict with the Cultural Committee's schedule of events for the
two months.
According to Haag, the Social
Committee is now finalizing its
plans for events to be held from
November through February. Present plans however do not include
any concert promotions.
Haag said there will be "a reemphasis away from concerts for
financial reasons and the market
overall." The committee has lost
money on concerts in the past.
The Social Committeeis presently focusing on an attempt to
"revamp the Rathskeller," according to Haag. The Committee will
be covering half the cost of a new
Advent Video TV system soon to be
installed in the Rathskeller.
Haag added that the possibility of
the Work-Study Program covering

the costs of employee salaries in the
Rathskeller is being investigated.
He said these funds could hopefully
be used to reduce beer prices from
50 to 30 cents while improving the
social atmosphere and the quality of
entertainmentat the Rathskeller.
To date the Social and Cultural
committeeshave co-sponsored "The
National Lampoon Show" and will
present "Allen Funt-The Best of
Candid Camera" Tuesday, Nov.
IBth.
The social committee will sponsor the Second Annual Halloween
Party in the Rathskeller on Friday.
Plans are currently being made to
sponsor a program called "The
Greatest Disco Show on Earth"
with a local D.J. and live disco
band. Also in the planning stages is
an agreement to sell tickets for Don
Law's concerts at the McElroy
Ticket Booth for BC students.
One third of the $22,000 alotted
to the committee from UGBC is
earmarked for Senior Week.
Preliminary meetings to discuss
plans for Senior Week will be held
in late November.

The Education Policy Committee, in its upcoming meetings
will be considering such issues as
grade inflation, rewriting the student bulletin, fragmentation along
department lines of the College of
Arts and Sciences and instituting an
American Studies Major.
The EPC, the policy making
legislative body of the College of
Arts and Sciences, is comprised of
faculty, administrators and
students. Part of the EPC's job is to
consider any change of structure
for the School of Arts and Sciences.
The EPC has jurisdiction over setting up any new majors in A&S.
The EPC has met on two occasions this year, and according to
student member, Dan Malloy
(A&S '77), "The meetings so far.

have gone well." Malloy felt the
EPC "is going to accomplish a lot
this year." He attributed a lack of
EPC activity in the last few years to
the fact that it "hasn't been called
upon to do much, A&S hasn't
changed much in the last few
years."
The University Academic Policy
Committee in its report last spring,
criticized Arts and Sciences for having too much of a departmental
philosophy, and not enough of a
school
It
philosophy.
recommended that there be more
interplay between departments and
a tighter structure on the administrative level. Malloy told The
Heights that the EPC will be "looking to see if this can be done."
Concern has also arisen over the
large number of students

graduating from A&S with honors.
Last year, 70 percent of the class of
'75 graduated cum laude, with an
average of 2.9 or above. According
to Malloy, this is bad because
"honors doesn't mean much
anymore. The EPC will be considering what can be done to alter
this situation.
The EPC will also be taking a
look at the American Studies major. Presently, it is an independent
major. Near the end of this
semester a decision will be made
whether or not to make it a regular
major. The decision will depend on
the number of students involved in
the American Studies program.
The EPC was created in 1971 md
is operating on its original constitution. The large majority of its
members are faculty and administrators. There are four elected
student members.

The Heights Newswriting Workshop

will get under way this Wednesday.

you're tired of

This week
the class will work on rewriting stories.

Heights Needs

I
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If you think

Reporters boxes,

All welcome.

imaginehow we feel.

Heights newswriters are urged to attend

Heights

McGuinn 5th floor lounge.

Wed.,4:30-6p.m.
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Needs Reporters
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Letters , Letters , Letters, Letters, Letters,
No Open Government
To the Editor:

or is likely to become. 'In any case,' he said,
'maintaining adequate records and a supply
of cash is not central to the function of the
University stolen cash is merely a matter
of inconvenience to other students.' The
spokesman concluded by noting that theft, if
it did occur, should be looked upon as a
moral problem which must be dealt with by
the students themselves. 'Administrators
shouldn't be expected to help in such matters
after all, it isn't administrators who are
stealing the students' money.' "
When placed in a different context, the
remarks about the adequacy of security at
Bapst appear for what they are. The
problem at Bapst is not that it has a poor
security system; Bapst has no security
system. It most assuredly is true that theft of
books from the library is a "moral
problem." But it is a strange doctrineindeed
which makes this observation an excuse for
taking no effective measures at all to protect
the rule-abiding majority from the
predations of the immoralfew. If an institution makes no effort at enforcing the moral
standards embodied in its own rules, it invites the disrespect and disregard of those
rules, not only by the immoral few but by
the many. And if the University does not
show its own respect for the importance of
its educational mission by protecting the
books which are tools of that mission, how
can it hope to earn the respect of its
students.
As the former chairman of a UAS Action
Committee on library services, I know personally that a good number of criticisms
regarding the libraries are misdirected or
groundless. Criticisms of the book security
system at Bapst are not of this sort.
Donald L. Hafner
Assistant Professor
Political Science
?

We are outraged by the action of Duane
Deskins and the UGBC in response to the
proposed tuition hike. As the governing
body supposedly acting in the interests of
undergraduate students, they have, through
their actions, shown that they do not understand the true nature of the proposed hike
and the consequences it will have for present
and future students. By taking no concrete
action AGAINST the proposed hikes, they
have demonstrated that their allegiance is
not to the students of this University, but to
the Administration and the Board of
Trustees.
Instead of merely planning to study the
proposed budget to see if the proposed hike
is necessary or if cutbacks are possible, we
say that UGBC should be organizing
students to OPPOSE ANY TUITION
HIKES OR BUDGET CUTBACKS! We
understand that any cutbacks or tuition increases would only take the burden of paying for budget mismanagement from the
Administration and place it on the backs of
students, especially minority students.
We are further appalled by the atmosphere of "diplomatic secrecy" which
surrounds discussion between UGBC and
the Administration in these matters. The
fact that Peter Market, UGBC Executive
Assistant for Financial Affairs will (according to the Oct. 20 issue of The Heights)
receive a more extensive budget breakdown
(from the Administration),but that it will be
kept confidential from the students, we see
as being a flagrant violation of our
democratic right as students for free access
to all information which affects us. Clearly
this is intolerable and only represents the
thorough capitulation of the UGBC to the

Administration.

In the light of this, and in the interest of
all students, we therefore demand:
NO TUITION INCREASE! NO
BUDGET CUTBACKS!
END THE SECRET NEGOTIATIONS
BETWEEN UGBC AND THE
ADMINISTRATION!
OPEN THE NEGOTIATIONS TO ALL
THE STUDENTS!
OPEN THE BOOKS! MAKE THE
FINANCIAL RECORDS OF BOSTON
COLLEGE AVAILABLE TO THE
ENTIRE STUDENT BODY!
HANDS OFF THE BLACK TALENT
PROGRAM!,NO CUTBACKS IN
MINORITY PROGRAMS!
Paul Eckstein
Joe Hornick
David Jones
Joe White
members, Boston College
Young Socialist Alliance

Library Non-Security
To the editors:
We can often gain useful insights into our
problems by viewing them from a different
vantage point. Apropos the recent Heights
article on book security at Bapst Library,
may I offer the following "news story"
paraphrasing the Heights' article:
"The University Treasurer's office announced today that it will be instituting a
policy of 'open vaults' beginning next
month. Under this policy, students will be
free to enter the Treasurer's office and
withdraw their scholarship money from unlocked cash drawers in Gasson Hall. Each
exit from the building will have a single staff
member stationed nearby who will assist
students in recording their transactions, if
the student wishes. Otherwise, no security
system will be in operation.
"When asked about the wisdom of.the
new policy and the possibility of theft, a
spokesman in the Treasurer's office
remarked that 'no treasurer's office has
adequate security as it is. Alarms and
mechanical gadgets only act to keep the
honest students honest. There is just no way
to prevent some cash from leavingeither out
windows or on the person of the people leaving the building.' The spokesman observed
that keeping an inventory of all the
scholarship money was 'just not worth it,'
since it would require so much staff time, so
the Treasurer's office does not even know
how extensive the problem of theft has been

?

Self-Interest Returns

To the editor:
In his recent commentary entitled "More
Conservative Trend," Robert McGrath pays
homage to the departed spirit of free thinking on campus. He then proceeds to
demonstrate this loss by dragging out the
"businessman in a grey flannel suit" cliche

and propping it up alongside that other overworked symbol, the fire-breathing, crushed
baby clenching Marine. How original! How
"right-on!"
McGrath has missed the train. Most of
his former revolutionary "bros" have discovered that self-interest is both desirable
and healthy, that PIRG is prying money
from their pockets without their consent,
and that the old "power to the people" people have nothing to offer but -a shallow,
poorly thought-out, self-destructive
philosophy.
Thinking has returned to campus. No
longer can someone shout a far-out slogan
and expect four hundred sheep to lineup in
back of him. I find this refreshing. McGrath
thinks it's tragic. Who values the human
mind more?
Christopher Fountain A&S 76

Daniere Responds

To the Editor:
This is my last contribution to the debate
on the wisdom of firing thirteen of my
colleagues, as I do not wish to bore too
many people too often. Mostly, I want to
apologize for confusing members of the
target group and, possibly, other readers by
my careless use in one paragraph of terms
("free speech" and "abridgement" thereof)
closely associated with- the U.S. Constitution, and by my evocation of a formal trial
in which defenseand prosecution wouldpresent their respective viewpoints. This has led
the "accused" to believe that I was arguing a
U.S. Civil Liberties case, when my intention
was to
evident to the careful reader
question the fitness of the thirteen as faculty
members under implicit and/or desirable
rules of this University. In the perspective of
U.S. Criminal Law, the historians' position
is unassailable: It is not evena misdemeanor
to advocate the cancellation of a speech or,
for that matter, the cancellationof any or all
components of the Bill of Rights, because
such advocacy is itself covered by the right
of free speech. This, however, is largely
irrelevant to the issues raised in my letter,
since we were dealing with the management
of a particular institution, the University,
not with problems of national government.
What I call the "free exchange of infor?

?

mation and thought on campus" is the
raison d'etre of the University; more
carefully put it is a condition without which
the University simply cannot achieve its
goals as most of us (including, I believe, the
Trustees) understand them. Threats to the
freedom of communication on campus are
thus threats to our very existence, and the
University cannot afford to handle such
threats with anything but the utmost
seriousness. If those hired to achieve
University objectivesespeciallytheFaculty,
do not accept the one principle on which this
achievement depends then they are at best
useless, at worst harmful, as membersof the
institution, and they should be told to try
their luck-in some otherkind of trade. A similar fate awaits accountants who do not
believe in the virtue of accuracy or plumbers
allergic to tubing.
In this context, my argument is, indeed,
that mere advocacy by Faculty members of
actions designed to curb the exchange of information and thought on campus evidence
of unfitness is all the more apparent when
the advocates bypass persuasion of the student body at large in favor of direct pressure
on a legitimate agency of their government.
I also stand on the conclusion that a demand
for cancellation of a speech or for actions
leading to the cancellation, when it is clearly
based on moral or intellectual aversion to
the speaker rather than on "practical" considerations, constitutes "advocacy of actions
designed to curb the exchange of information and thought at Boston College."
On the matter of my second accusationactions designed to blunt the capacity of BC
students for critical thinkingthe shrinking
group of history makers seems to assure us
that their respect ofstudents is more evident
in the classroom than when they write for
students inThe Heights. This is goodnews in
a way, but why the double standard? As to
the Spinoza observation brought out in the
last paragraph ("A man is apt to be most
revealing of himself in what he says of
others") it is a true gem: I shall not fail to
use it in the future against anyone unwise
enough to enumerate my sins.
Andre Daniere
Assoc. Professor of Economics
(continued on page II)

Commentary

History of the Church's Abortion Stand
In the controversy over abortion, the vital
question is: at what moment does a full
human existence come into Being; is it at
conception, at birth or some other point.
The Catholic Church at present forcefully
states that the moment of conception is the
point when humanity and the soul begin.
This has not always been so; in fact, it is
only in the last one hundred years that the
belief that every induced abortionis murder
has become an accepted Church position.
For 1800 of its 1900years of existence, the
Church has not held its present stand that all
abortion is murder.
Early Church fathers condemned abortion; like contraception, it has always been
condemned as a sin against marriage and the
exhortation to Noah to "increase and multiply". Yet such fathers of the Church as St.
Jerome and St. Augustine affirmed that
man did not know at what time in the
development of the fetus the rational soul
was given by God. This is the history of the
Church up to the Middle Ages; abortion is
condemned, but not necessarily as murder.
In 1588, a papal bull issued by Sixtus V
stated that all the penalties of homicide were
to apply to abortion, whateverage the fetus.
This is the first instance of an absoluteequation of abortion and homicide in theChurch.
Yet only three years later, the next pope,
Gregory XIV, repealed all penalties, except
for a fetus which had been "ensouled".
The notion of ensoulment is a crucial one
here. Following the Greeks, especially
Aristotle, early and medieval Christians
generally accepted the view that the rational
soul did not enter the fetus until after
"quickening".Quickening is defined as the
stage of the fetus when it shows signs of life,
when the mother can feel it move in the
womb. As a rule, this time was usually set at
about 60 to 90 days after conception. Thus,
the destruction of a fetus before this time,
while still considered a grievous sin against
?

the Church, was not considered murder.
Before the moment of quickening, the
Church held that the fetus had not been ensouled: therefore it was not a full human being. This follows the biology of Aristotle
wherein the rational soul is the last part of
the soul to be formed: quickening is the sign
of its genesis.
Also, for most of the history of the
Church, abortion,even of the ensouled fetus,
was permitted to save the mother's life. The
mother's life was given greater weight than
the embryo.

Why did the Church change its position
concerning abortion? Three reasons can be
pointed to. First, Aristotelian biology came
under attack and lost much of its credence;
the concept of ensoulment at quickening
likewise suffered. The belief that the soul
was fully present at conception became
accepted. Still, as* late as 1924, a Jesuit
theologian,Fr. Vermeersch, maintainedthat
no "solid arguments" prove the immediate
infusion of the soul.
Second, a growing cult of the Immaculate

Conception of Mary gave impetus to the
idea of immediate ensoulment. Finally,
abortion became more prevalent, and with
new methods, easier; and the Church reacted
by taking a sharper position against it.
In 1869, Pope Pius IX dropped the
reference to "ensouled" fetus in the excommunication for abortion. In the 1890's, the
Church hardened its position further so that
no operation that would endanger the fetus
was considered lawful, even if it were
necessary to save the mother's life.
For the first 1800 years of its existence,
the Church considered an abortion performed before the quickening of the fetus
not to be murder. For the last 106 years, its
position has been that it is murder. Which is
correct? Developments in science have led
the Church to change its teaching; but we
cannot look to science for absolute truth or
spiritual guidance. Perhaps the most that
can be said is that the relative newness of
this position shows that it is certainly a point
for debate and inquiry: in any case, in no
way is it an eternal truth.
Richard Fallon
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Is Joe Timilty Bright Enough to be Mayor of Boston?

by Robert McGrath
A thin, silver haired woman approached

the candidate as he campaigned along Cen-

tre Street in Jamaica Plain. It was opening

game for the World Series but the Sox were
not on the lady's mind today. "Joe, you've
got to stop this while flight, the city is emptying out." she pleaded. "You've got to
stop this forced busing now." State Senator
Joseph Timilty seemed just a little bit
startled by the question and answered as he
moved on"it isn't all that simple."
For the previous two and a half hours
Timilty had been shop to shop campaigning in the downtown areas of both
Jamaica Plain and Roslindale. Surprisingly.
the Centre Street encounter was the first
mention during that chilly Saturday of
Boston's most volatile problem-busing.
Instead, the election talk centered on the
administration of the man Timilty calls
"His arrogancy the Mayor"-Kevin White.
The stress of his campaign has been from
the beginning an attack on what he feels to
be the now imbred corruption of the White
administration. As Timilty stops to chat
with early shoppers and passersby he softly
but strongly points out "Kevin's national
aspirations." and the fact that the Mayor is
running for an unpresidented third term.
Timilty 's aides dutifully reflect that their
candidate "is running for Boston" while
White's mind, is on other matters. One supporter puts it in simpler terms as we stand
outside a Roslindale "perma" beauty
parlor-Its us, Timilty and the little people,
against that Beacon Hill machine."
Next to the question of the sincerity of hi
"average man" stance, the biggest point
that seems to arise about the candidacy of
Joseph F. Timilty is "Is this man bright
enough to be mayor of Boston?"
The thirty seven year old state senator
from the Norfolk and Suffolk district comes from a family which dates its involvement in State and City government back to
the early I9oo's. His grandfather, James E.
Timilty was a state senator from Roxbury
(1911-1917). Timilty's uncle was a police
commissioner under Mayor James Michael
Curley in the late thirties and early forties,
and many political observers say that it was
Joe Timilty the elder, who groomed his
nephew.for public life.
Timilty graduated from St. John's Prep
School in Danvers and entered Providence
College. However, for reasons unknown, he
did not complete his education there, and in
1957, he entered the Marine corp for a four

,

year stint. Upon release from the service he
was married to Elaine Benson of
Dorchester. The Timilty s now have six
children.
In 1967, after working for a number of
years in the family laundry business, Timil ty decided to make his political move by
running for the Boston City Council. He
was elected.
In the Council, Timilty quickly became
aligned with the conservative, old line element present there. He kept a relatively low
profile, although he often sided with people
like Louise Day Hicks on issues such as integration.
In 1972, Timility was appointed a
Teaching Fellow at the Institute of Politics,
John F. Kennedy School of Government at
Harvard University. This appointment, ?>
cording to many Timilty watchers, marked
a turning point in the Councilman's
political outlook. He became more
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Timilty

"There seems to be the pervasive feeling that Timilty may not yet have the sophistication to handle the
office of Mayor of Boston."
questioning of the old guard and more concerned with social legislation.
When the state senate seat in the fifth
Suffolk District became vacant later that
year, Timilty ran in a special election in
April, won, and was re-elected to a full term
in November of the same year.
It was in the state senate that Joe Timilty
quickly became known as somewhat of a
maverick, and unpredictable member of the
senate.

He has been especially strong, legislatively, in pushing for more benefits and protection for the elderly and handicapped.
Timilty also has taken stands in favor of
passage of the Equal Rights Admindment
and for increased child care benefits in
Massachusetts. His record in consumerism
is also fairly good, having introduced a bill
that would authorize the state Attorney
General to investigate requests for rate

hikes by the public utility companies, and
them from passing advertising and
legislative costs on to the consumer.
If the young senator from the Suffolk
District had suddenly turned into a
progressive legislator, there was still a
political thorn in his side, and that was
forced busing. Timilty has come out for a
re-organization of the Boston School Committee and of course is an opponent of
Judge Garrity's busing ruling.
On April 30 of this year he announced his
candidacy for mayor. He had run for mayor
before, in 1970, but was eliminated in the
primary. This time he made it through the
primary, getting a better than expected 43%
of the vote.
Timilty has taken stand in print on a
number of issues of major concern in the
Boston Area. Here is a capsule summary of
them.
Taxes: Timilty points to the fact that it
prevent

was he who filed one of the major pieces of
legislation dealingwith the 100% valuation
crisis in home owning. The "circuit
breaker" law, as he calls it, provides that
the city cannot tax a home owner more on
his or her property tax than a reasonable
percent of his or her income. He is also in
favor of Commercial and industrial property being taxed at a higher rate than residentail property.
Busing: Timilty has of course been an
opponent of forced busing but he does say
that if elected he will carry out the law. He
has urged Congress however to adopt a
constitutional amendment against forced
busing. It is important to note however,
that Timilty stuck his neck out by voting,
in five different votes, for the creation of a
black state senatorial district. He was the
only state senator from Boston to do this.
Housing: The senator has supported
legislation to offer middle income
Massachusetts homeownerswith long term,
low interest housing rehabilitation loans.
Crime: Timilty has urged the establishment of neighborhood Police teams that
would work within a specifically defined
area. He has also urged the creation of an
Office of Crime Prevention and Control
that, would, as he puts it, "bring toeether
under one department those agencies
currently engaged in the prevention and
control of criminal behavior in Boston (excluding the police, who will have a direct
liason with this office)." Timilty is also opposed to any proposal to build a new jailat
Charles St.
Senior Citizens: He urges the expansion
of the role of the office ofCommissionerof

Elderly Affairs. He also is for expansion of
neighborhood Outreach clinics for senior
citizens and has a proposal called "PreRetirement Training" which would entail
preparing city employees to cope with the
economical, social, and mental problems of
retirement.
Neighborhoods: Timilty would like to
create neighborhood Associations that
would be an attempt to de-centralize city
government. He would meet with these
Associations at least once a month.
Despite the various position papers and
policy statements prepared by Timilty and
his aides, the fact remains that the main
issues are the candidates themselves. Most
of Joe Timilty's statements in the past few
weeks have been dealing with alledged corruption in the White Administration. He
seems to be campaigning an a platform of
White's corruption, rather than on any
assets ofhis own.
At a recent debate between the two candidates, broadcast on radio station WEEI,
Timilty blasted White for having what he
called "An arrogance of power where the
mayor and his aides think they're above the
law." White replied that the senator always
deals "in generalities...using the broad,
brush strokes of Joe McCarthy." Timilty
went on to attack, what he feels is rampant
corruption in the present city administration, hinting that it may even extend to
White himself. He is attempting to take
every advantage of recent charges of corruption in the White administration. He
also attached the financial management
charging that the mayor may be leading
Boston to the same situation that New
York City is in now, by fiscal mismanagement.

Yet despite the recent charges of lawbreaking against the White Administration
and the various issues that have been raised
in the campaign, Timilty's main problem
may be himself. To liberal voters the image
of the senator is somewhat near a "hack",
despite his relatively progressive voting
record in the State House. There is nothing
outstanding in his past record or present
platform that proves he will accomplish
anything in the office. Among the antibusing people and so called "blue collar"
voters there seems to be a feeling that there
is not much difference between White and
Timilty. The feeling is that Timilty has not
been vocal enough in his defense ofhis antibusing-position and that his attacks on City
Hall corruption are simply avoiding the important issues of government. Joe Timilty
does not seem to be reaching or at least interesting that segment of the lower class
white vote that he needs to bring to the
polls.

Perhaps the biggest drawback to his
Mayoral aspirations is the simple lack of
respect he commands trom many of the
hierarchy of the Boston political scene.
There seems to be a pervasive feeing that
Timilty may not yet have the sophistication
to handle the office of Mayor of Boston.
Suffice it to say that the Timilty aides call
him by his last name while they refer to
White as "Kevin." It remains to be seen
whether the voters feel the same way.
(Next week: A profile of Kevin White)
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Make Room For Wertmuller
by Richard Lord
The thinness of the Boston film scene
recently has been contributed to no doubt,
by the dearth of foreign offerings. Other
than the porn of varying cores that has
trickled in over the summer, no foreign
features have made it to these shores to
spice up our film diet.
But now the drought has ended with a
delightful little shower of charm and
cinematic know-how called "Swept Away
By An Unusual Destiny in the Blue Sea of
August" by Lina Wertmuller. Despite her
Teutonic Surname, Wertmuller's films are
products of Italy, arguably the best film
country in the world, and her style and sensibilities are clearly out of that Southern
country.

When Wertmuller's "Love and Anarchy"
caused a big stir two years back, many compared her style to Fellini's (with whom she
had served as assistant director on "B'/2"),
though her film-cutting was actually much
closer to Antonioni. "Swept Away" shows
little evidence of Fellini, but a steady influence out of Antonioni. More importantly though, it shows the increasing
appearance of a distinct and original Wertmuller a talent who seems ready to
challenge the heavies of her own nation.
Wertmuller's images are splendid
throughout "Swept Away" and she displays
a pro's knowledge of how to use this raw

material to tell a story. The film opens
a series of "pretty" shots alpi

Mediterranean resort that seem lifted
a travelogue, but Wertmuller quickly
these idyllic shots into powerful imag
her cutting. It's so successful one get
feeling she almost set out to prove the
sian montage theory that a film is ma
the editing room.
Wertmuller's cinematic skills contin
operate throughout the film. Her ca
movements, framing of shots and cons
tion of a scene or emotion are higty
mies is highlightedby the bizarre beauty of citing since she doessuch daringthing:
the inhabitants' costumes. Clothes tend to
command attention, rather than the people
within them. Characters become puppets;
there is at times a tight vivacity in expression, as if emotions are painted on. They exist with neither pasts nor futures, and little by Ned Taste
insight into what makes them tick is
Cinema 733
provided. They are not human beings, mere- ©
Cinema 733, a theatre located arr
ly types.
Afarrago of similar establishments ;
the Prudential like so much lichen,
There are isolated breaks from the almost ©tablishment noted for the variety o
constant unbelievability. Michelle Presle is
its interior, its laughableseating i
especially real as Eglantine, madame of the
its occasional offering of en
town brothel. One of the great moments ocFilms,
curs when, having gone back to her home,
Cries and Whispers
and wiping the dust from a mirror, she sees ©
I never much liked Bergman, i
how the years and lack of care have worn on
never cared for any Swec
her. Disappointment and subsequent
IX. Anyone who can cufl
philosophical shrug are reflected clearly in ©for captioned black and white still
her expression. But her great comic potenwill rank low in my book of favor
tial, so effective when understated, becomes ©belongs in the same ash can
ABrautigan and the like.
dull hen played broadly.
Alan Bates, who, as Plumpick, has the
The particular film I caught (
greatest opportunity for development, ©seems a touch of Bergman is "caug
remains essentially one dimensional. He
other digestive disorder) had't
of being in color, and w
plays a version of Everyman, a sergeant who
has not only the enemy but his own regiment
as bright-lighted pastor
bols, the piece is quite reminiscent
to contend with. He is an ornothology
specialist (works with carrier pigeons) who ©tain shampoo commercials. In ii
is inadvertantly sent to de-fuse a bomb left
desperate trio are drawn fr<
by the Germans in an occupied town they
requisite barren lives to be reunite)
were forced to evacuate. The only remaining ©death of the fourth sister, Agnes irjc
inhabitants are the escaped lunatics from the
the only name that I can rememr.
local asylum who have moved back to the "the movie).
town and taken up their "lives" again. The 0 There is little to be recalled of p
film constantly stresses with monotonous
film is, as the title outlines, a pointle
regularity the savagery of "normal"civiliza- ©of cries and whispers. The whispers
tion as contrasted with the goodness and
often fortunately inaudible*
decency of the "madmen." Their insanity is
cries are rather interesting. One oft
appealing, especially Genevieve Bujold, ©interesting, a sister dildo-ing hersel i
who, as Cocliquot, is the embodiment of
of glass and smeari
naivete and innocence. However, even her "melancholy effusion about her lipSi,
incredible charm eventually wears thin; A(to a certain kind ofeye) like a mess
there is no core of strength apparent in her
or clumsy pre-adolescent with r
actions. She is a pretty doll with a limited ©lipstick. But this is truly a sublifct
number of facial expressions, all of which
the epitomes ol
leave the impression that her face in slumber
I loneliness, lust and triumph, and I
would be devoid of life.
subtlety.
© impeccable
The tale (an inadequate te
King of Hearts has no original ideas and
thinks no great thoughts. But as a gentle, "presented in flashbacks: visualizal
toughest, most enduring sister c:
amiable escape for its audience from their
a memoir. She writes, fades out in, a
own madness, it is enough.
©red blackout, and the incident is <
red transition is perhaps th
troubling aspect. It evokes as
suffocation: perhaps
smothering of blood, or the jfi
©tedium-or a reprisal for the previous
submergence into despa
the always flawless photography
©ing as well: their are faces ex'c
intheir fragile fire and repre
"am reminded of Raphael. And the
in the manner of a Rembrand
two brushwielders, however,

"King of Hearts Still Running Strong"
by Anna demons

Bow your heads, ladies and gentlemen.
Look reverent. You are in the presence of
what the Central Square Cinema bills as
"the longest running feature film in
America. "King of Hearts has in fact been
almost
playing continuously since 1969
half a decade. The theatre hardly advertises
it and thus, the film relies mainly on wordof-mouth publicity. The audience consists
almost solely of young people, most of them
students. The theatre itself is small, and
though it was renovated a year ago, it does
not look pretentious
merely neat. Being
situated in the bowels of one of Boston's
more sleazy districts (Central Square in
Cambridge) also helps to keep all but the
very curious or the very dedicated away. It's
the
kind of area where a theatre would usually
be of the porno genre. The Central Square
Cinema, however, usually shows foreign imports and one of them caught on.
In fact, it is the combination of dedicated
filmgoers and the student turnover which
keeps King of Hearts in business. It is a
genuine, bonafide cult movie, whose mere
long-term survival has turnes it into an institution in Boston. This, in turn, attracts
viewers who would not see it otherwise, and
entrenches it more firmly in Boston's subculture. Thus, in this fashion, the theatre has
gone through two prints of King and is
currently running its third.
If it were not for the patience of its following, King of Hearts probably would not have
survived this long. As it is, apart from a few
weeks of low attendence, it has been so
successful that the management has no intention at present of canceling its run. The
current print is so flawed that both picture
and sound skip; in fact, during last Monday's showing, the top portion of the picture
was missing altogether.
King of Hearts is not a great film. It is a
charming one, with scenes that are at times
hauntingly beautiful. But although it is, indeed, very entertaining, it simply is not
memorable.Part of the fault lies with director Philip dc Broca's inability to decide
what, in fact, he is trying to create. At times
it's a comedy-drama, a broad farce, a
suspense film and an (attempted) in-depth

-

one's ideas about Human Nature, capital
H, capital N, and working them out. Having gotten down to the thing itself here,
Gennarino and Rafaella are merely telling
us that the system of male domination is
how the war between the sexes should be
fought if people are ever going to be happy.
This is underscored by many of
Rafaella's lines and moans of passions
where, she decries the confusion of her
former existence and pleads for Gennarino
to keep up his treatment of her, in all. its
forms. At these points, the vision of "Swept
Away" is little more than every underdog's
masturbatory fantasy.

The fact that Rafaella responds so lovingly
when Gennarino slaps her indicates that
this is what she really needed all along. Her
sissy, bourgeois husband never gave her
this, and Rafaella turns traitor to him very
early.
The more insidious part of this statement
is how it is set up. These are not just two
people who might happen to have problems
in their relationship. The device of putting
people on an island has always been used
(through Robinson Crusoe, Huxley's Island
and Lord of the Flies as a way of isolating

?

_
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study. In attempting to achieve all of these
ends, it accomplishes none of them.
As a farce, the film is a series of wonderful bits which go nowhere. Ethnic humor
abounds. The Allied army is represented by
a Scottish batallion, which provides ample
opportunity for kilt, tea, hard: drinker and
stiff-upper-lip jokes; the Germans have their
shaven head and "isn't this a funny name"
jokes.
Any film, regardless of genre, must be
able to consistently affect audience
emotions. Unfortunately, this is one thing
that King of Hearts cannot do. There were
at least two earlier moments in the film
where it might have ended more effectively.
This approach decreasessuspense and leaves
the audience with a repeated sense of anticlimax as the film trots composedly to the
predictablehappy ending. By then, emotions
are no longer engaged and the sense of living
in a real world, no matter how unreal its
premise, is altogether lacking.
It is supposedly a' movie of contrasts.
Physically, the differences between the outside and the "inner world" of the town are
striking. Outside, all is pain, fear, and death.
Within there is light, color and gaiety. The
essential colorlessness of the opposing ar-
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probably have done a bit better on the
dialogue.
Women In Love
Like the unfortunates in Cries and
Whispers, those in "Women in Love" are
suspended in a paralyzed culture (Victorian
England, once again, I'm afraid), but being
young, robust, English, and less of a tradition of death to refer to (they will have to
wait for WWI for that) Thus their dissatisfaction is expressed mostly by petulant
annoyance, irony, wit, and outrageous.For
example; the female protagonists blithely
discuss marriage with nasty levity, this as
they lounge on tombstones with a close
relative being planted nearby.
The film attempts a vapid sort of thesis, a
half-hearted effort as pot-lining the
premutations of human relationships, using
whenever possible the most effective and
affectated means available. It is a volleyball
of love and character transversals: the
bearded fellow Bates, an anarchist and
prone to outbursts; the other protagonist, a
bland conservative, is later a tepid nihulist.
The reasons for the change are not worth
noting.
But some scenes are indeed worth noting:
the two male protagonists in a nude fistfight, Bates and current consort wrestling it
out, and then a cut to the tableau of two

'
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Concerning Taste...

mediately recognize the wisdom of the
by Peter Keough
Ned Taste, ostensible reviewer, is (death penalty and the Eugenics policy of
vn
currently serving a heavy sentence in an 1the Third Reich. His friends, however, pant
r's obscure federal penitentiary on charges of out his positive virtues of remaining quiet
ie r
armed aggravation and public inanity. ;and taking up littlespace.
;e,
Taste's prison career began inauspiciously, I asked Taste what subjects he finds most
'ith having accidentally spent his first several iinteresting. He replied, after the question
months inside the warden's office within a 1had been thoroughly explained to him:
is cardboard box which was employed for "Oh, things like when is Thursday and why
«f
decorative purposes. This activity ceased Ifeet have toes on only one end?stuff like
in when Taste, having procured a pencil and I that." With this the utterance of the latter, I
ng> paper, managed to pass a message to his !saw that it would be best to terminate the
;d.
warders. They were of course astonished, (conversation as soon as possible. When I
i's not so much by this proof of rationality as ; asked him what his goal in life was, I was
in- by the abject ignorance and illiteracy which ] puzzled momentarily by his cryptic silence
a his writing demonstrated.
but left off shortly after I realized he had
r'*s
I recently had the pleasure of inter- I fallen asleep.
t's i viewing Mr. Taste. I found him a quiet man
Oddly enough, a few weeks later I
nd | who seldom speaks, but whose rare received a note, childishly scrawled and
i
tlutterances unfailingly meed with in- misspelled, reading: "To find someone who
;ty difference. He is short and ill-smelling, with will clean up after me and tell me stories."
I a plaintive face best described as regret- It was not from Taste, but from Ernie, a
igs
table: it can be safely said that anyone en- friend of mine who drinks heavily and is
;se»
countering this sometime scribbler will im- running for the Boston City Council.

ng

<

'
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Still, none of the women I talked to were
more than mildly offended by the sexist
carriage of "Swept Away", and there is certainly much more to enjoy in the film than
its surface philosophy about sexual
relations. Lina Wertmuller is probably on
her way to being a director of the first order
and "Swept Away By An Unusual Destiny
in the Blue Sea of August" is a major step in
this journey.

by George H. Brickhouse, Jr.
In the day to day struggle of this rat race some call life, maintaining one's sanity and
peace of mind is an accomplishment in itself. If you're wondering how you can get away
from it all, I offer a couple of suggestions: I) Volunteer for the US Army drug testing
Corps or 2) Get a quarter of apoundofPnama Red and sit by yourself in a closet with a
hookah pipe until you reach nirvana. If these do not appeal to you or you just cannot
afford such high grade marijuana at today's prices, then I sugges that you let the two
brothers who took you to Uptown Saturday Night do it agian.

.
.

drowned, naked lovers entwined in pale
sand, the color of membrane, like two
drowned squid. Altogether a film worth
walking out of after twenty minutes.

Of course, Lina Wertmuller is probably
trying to mount this whole thing with a
brace of irony, but the irony here is so subtle as to be ineffectual. At the end, we have
only our own sensibilities to inform us of
the perversion of the situation. Why, we're
even asked to show our greatest sympathy
for Gennarino as the film closes.

"Let's Do It Again"

A Cheap Man's View of Area Movies

?

diekf;fh

pulls them all off. She even breaks a few
fundamental rules of film-making, things
beginning film insturctors scream at you for
doing, but does it so deftly that you never
notice the sins and are in fact often
\u25a0? enthralled by them.
The story (by Wertmuller) is a simple,
archetypal one. Two people go out on a
"dinghy, get shipwrecked and marooned on
an island, and are forced to confront each
other absolutely. Wertmuller adds her own
kinks to this story one of the marooned is
-ca- woman, the other a man; the man is a
Communist, the woman a compulsive anti»

Communist; the woman is a beautiful
blonde from Northern Italy, the man a
virile Sicilian.
This type of mismatch lends for some
humorous moments and Wertmuller lays
on this chance a number of times in the early going. She's very successful at it, too, her
direction and the two superb performances
(by what is becoming her two-person
repetoire company, Mariangela Melato and
Giancarlo Giannini) providing the precision necessary for first-rate humor in film.
My one complaint about the film is that
Wertmuller abandonned the humorous
strain so early in the film and used it so
sparingly after that.
The dramatic part of the film involves
what happens when the two hit their predictably deserted island and the proliterian
Gennarino uses his physical skills to reverse
the tables society had originally seated them
at. Again predictably, the two fall in love
and the rest of the film revolves around the
working out of all their ingrained conflicts
until a moment of ominous rescue approaches.
Although the island section has a definite
" charm (a charm undoubtedly forged on the
strong cinematics), it is also appallingly sexist. Gennarino gets back at Raffaella. the
poor little rich girl with a vengeance-and a
vengeance composed of more than
righteous class hatred. After he has proved
to her that he can dominateher, Gennarino
never lets Rafaella forget it, even during
moments of tender love-making.
The sexist thing about it is that Rafaella
discovers she loves it. By the end of their
island stay, she stands as a living testament
to the doctrine that every woman loves a
Fascist (a line recited, with all sorts of
ironic reverberations, by a character in
Wertmuller's earlier "Love and Anarchy")
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Sidney Poitier and Bill Cosby are back with Let's Do It Again, with an array ofBlack
talent that the screen has never witnessed before. If you found Uptown Saturday Night a
beautiful Black comedy and you came away feeling good, (if you didn't I can only feel
for you) then Let's Do It Again is going to give you that same feeling one more time.
The film is based on the adventuresof the same two dudes and their misadventuresin
New Orleans. Once again, the pair has brought to the screen not just a good comedy but
a good Black comedy. Good, because it displays the long-awaited progress that is taking place in Black movie-making. To be sure. Black film-making is still in its infancy
and only time, experience, and opportunitywill tell what is to come from this new form
of the media that has just recently begun its public acceptance as a genuine art form.
Good, because it is not just a Black movie with Black people, but amovie with a plot,
fine direction and some fine performances by its actors.
Once again, Poitier and Cosby are out on the streets with the hoods close on their
tails. This time, however, the scene is shifted from the core of the "Big Apple" to the
"Heart of Dixie"?New Orleans. The plot is somewhatsimilar to that of Uptown Saturday Night but then one should realize that the film follows the basic comedy plot?the
good guys get themselves into trouble, and they must get themselves out of trouble.
(Man these are two dudes who know how to get themselves into trouble.)
In Let's Do It Again the directional talents of Sidney Poitier have continued to soar
upward; he has gotten over his first-film nervousness and tightened up the few loose
ends apparent in Uptown. The result is a smooth flowing, well -produced movie. Thus,
with Poitiers notable improvement as directorcombined with his usually splendid performance, he is owed much to for the overall success of the film.
The acting is as tight, if not tighter, than Uptown. Besides Sidney and Bill doing it to
you again, there is the first feature length film appearance by Jimmie "Good Times"
Walker, as "Bootney Farnsworth", the middle weight contender for the title in-a championship fight with "40th Street Black." Besides, these brothers in the rignt, there's a
cameo appearance by George Foreman. Along with Jimmie Walker, is John Amos, also
of "Good Times" fame. Back again is Calvin Lockhart, (the pretty boy gangster) and
Denise Nicholas and Lee Chamberlain. Also appearing with them is one of the founding fathers of the Black Media, Ossie Davis.
To complete this movie you must takeheed of the sound track which is a smoker, performed by the Staple Singers and written and composed by Curtis Mayfield. Listen
closely while you're checking out the action on the screen, for this movie is a treat for
your eyes and ears as well as your heart.
As I mentioned this is not just another Black movie, but a dynamicJslack experience
in Movie-going for all who need a reprieve from our everyday madness Get off your
duff and Let's Do It Again.
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(Continuedfront page I)
hours on Friday, the treasurer of the
BSF and UGBC President Duane
Deskins finally decided that the
BSF would be granted outright $1.-000 and be given a loan of $1,305.
This coupled with the $400 from the
AFC and $100 from BSF members
totalled $2,705.
To date, none of the $1,305 loan
has been returned. According to
Jenkins, the $200 the Harambi
weekend made will be used to invest
in fund-raising activities to pay back
the latest loan. The BSF hopes to
pay off the loan by the end of this
term, so as not to leave the debt to
the next BSF group.
UGBC says"it will not give BSF
another penny" until the $1,305
loan is returned. Deskins said that
because there was a breakdown in
the system, specifically that BSF
was not informed of the eight weeks
requirement, he felt an obligation to
provide the grant and the loan.

"I'd do the same for the Jewish
Student Alliance," he said, "It was
a case of a chink in the system. It
was not fair the BSF was not informed of the procedures and I felt I
had to act." UGBC sources said
there was opposition to the second
loan of a majority of the cabinet,
but Duane felt he had to "go over
their heads." The first loan was, according to Deskins, the fault of one
person and not the BSF.
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info.

SCUBA

You have something to
share with the people
of the rural South and

Appalacia?yourself.
Find out about the
opportunities open to
you as a Glenmary
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KNOW THE SEVEN
WARNING SIGNALS
THAT COULD
MEANCANCER
!?

Change in bowel or bladder habits.
A sore that does not heal.

O*

Unusual bleeding or discharge.

4«
&?

Thickening or lump in breast or elsewhere.
Indigestion or difficulty in swallowing.

O* Obvious change in wart or mole.
#?

Nagging cough or hoarseness.
Even if you have a warning signal, it doesn't
necessarily mean you have cancer. The chances
are that you don't. But see your doctor right
away. Only he can make the diagnosis. And the
earlier cancer is detected and treated, the better
are your chances for cure.

American Cancer Societyf
Tlii*.

$1.79

Lambrusco
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50 oz. mag.

Sangria
50oz. mag.
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NASA Scientist To Speak On Science & Consciousness
THK HEIGHTS, October 27, 1975

universe has been recently adopted. direction of Harold Urey, a Nobel
He believes that there are parallels Laureate in chemistry. He did his
(o this theory in the understanding thesis on the effects of cosmic rays
we are beginning to have about on meteorites and the geochemistry
human consciousness.
of Venus. He holds a doctoral
Consciousness."
Dr. Lewis' interest in the subject degree in geochemistry and physical
Dr. Lewis is a professor of began when he was working for his chemistry from the University of
Planetary and Earth Sciences at doctoral degree at the University of California.
MIT and is a member of a number California, La Jolla, under the
For the past years he has been acof NASA committees including the
Physical Science Committee, the
principle planning and overseeing
body for all NASA activities.
His presentation will deal with
how the scientific view of the un(continued from page 1}
iverse has changed over the past fifIn addition to coordinating the
ty years and how those changes Jeghelian said, "But we can ask a university's efforts to comply with
effect our present understanding of department to document its the Equal Opportunity Statutes, the
ourselves.
decisions and to explain why a par- Affirmative Action Office serves as
Lewis stated that current scien- ticular, qualified woman or minori- a resource for students doing
tific theory on the dynamism of the ty candidate was not chosen."
research on anti-discriminiation
Jeghelian stressed that the goals laws, women's education or
of AffirmativeAction are necessary women's studies, women in managenot to have 50 percent women or 50 ment and sex-role stereotyping.
percent minorities working in every Jeghelianalso said, "A student may
department. "We want our work come in here feeling that he or she
force composition to reflect the has been discriminated against and
be set up so that if a memberof the composition of the available wondering how to go about correcteam has a special interest in a cer- market. If labor statistics show ting the situation. We can give them
tain area of the university, he can that 15 percent of the secretaries in assistance in the form of informarefer to this information. Included the Boston area are minority tion regarding their rights under the
in this reference area will be the members, then BC will try to have law and who to see on campus to
document containing the UAPC 15 percent minorities in our resolve the problem."
goals, materials pertaining to secretarial staff," she explained.
Title VI of the Civil Rights Act of
SOM's recent accreditation, and
any other information the deans of
the various schools wish to prepare.
After their visit, the team will
wirte a report which is first submitted to President Monan to see if
the team misinterpreted any goal or
facet of the university. The report
then goes to the NEAA's Commission of Higher Education who gives
the final report of accreditation. In
Kegs, Imported
most instances, their report includes advice as to how the university may improve, in addition to
commendation on the university's
strong points.

Wednesdayevening al 8:00 PM in
Murray Conference Room, Dr.
John S. Lewis, will speak on "Structural Patterns in Science and

tively involved in teaching and
research on models of the atmosphere in our solar system. His
work for NASA includes the long
range planning and supervising of
NASA programs, and analysis of
data received from space probes.
His research has been oriented
(continued on page 11)

Affirmative Action Revising Plan

Dr. John S. Lewis

UPC Prepares Reports
(continuedfrom page I)
professional school or a certain
topic covered in the report. The
chairman is Dr. Eugene Mills,
president of the University of New
Hampshire.
When the team arrives at BC on
April 11 for their three day visit,
they will meet with top university
administrators at a dinner.
Afterwards, the team will conduct
an internal meeting to plan their
strategy for touring the university.
During their stay, it is expected
they will meet with groups of faculty and students. Usually, the teams
approach students on campus to
get their views about various
aspects of the university. In addition, all student and faculty records
will be available to them.
On campus, a center containing
back up material to the report will

1964 and Title IX of the Education
Amendments Act of 1972 are the
two anti-discrimination laws having
the most effect on students. Title VI
prohibits discrimination on the basis
of race, religion or national originin
any educational program receiving
Federal financial assistance. Title
IX prohibits discrimination on the
basis of sex. These laws apply to
every aspect of student treatment,
including counseling, housing,
financial aid, health services and
academic programs. Title IX also
requires the university to conduct a
self-evaluation by July 21, 1976 to
determine whether women are being
discriminated against. Athletic
programs will be a special focus of
this self-evaluation.
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do |£
PARA MAN ANA.

1. Write an epic poem no shorter than
247 pages long using the following
5 words only: cactus, Gold, lime,
Sunrise, Agamemnon.
2. Read Milton's Paradise Lost. Explain
why you liked him better when he
was on TV.
3. Translate a map of Mexico into English,
leaving out all the consonants.
4. Disregard all of the above, make a
pitcher of Cuervo Margaritas, and mm
invite all your friends over.

I
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A delicious Sirloin Steak
plus
golden brown French Fries
plus
I frosty pitcher of beer
plus
all the salad you want to make.
Steak, pitcher of beer and more. Now only $3.95.
Sunday through Thursday, with this ad

EMERSONS""
Cocktails, wine and beer available.

Expires 12/75. Not good with other discounts or promotions.
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Commentary

Bill Could Make Nuclear Power Principle EnergySource
to the public for consideration.
There are many areas to consider
Feeding energy glutting
Americans has become a big order. before judging the nuclear power
Instead of allowing the consumers issue. Emergency safety systems are
to decide upon the menu, the a concern. The present core cooling
government and the utilities have system is imperfect; if certain conordered for them. They have ditions are not met. then the
decided upon nuclear power as the radioactive fuel melts through the
most feasible energy source for the reactor, escaping into the air. The
NSA requires that these systems be
present and future. Since the consumer is involved in many ways, he tested successfully. The safety of the
or she ought to make the decision. people living near a power plant is
Through the initiative process, the endangeredif theradioactive wastes
consumer can be heard, while leak into the water system. The food
creating a forum for public debate. consumption cycle becomes conIn the process, 56, 892 voter taminated. Extensive biological and
signatures in Mass, are needed.This genetic damage can occur.
enables the bill, the Nuclear
There are approximately 50
Safeguards Act, to go before the nuclear power plants at present.
Since the Atomic Energy CommisLegislature. If rejected, an additional 9,500 signatures must be sion plans to have 1000power plants
gathered to put the bill on the 1976 in operationby the year 2000, there
ballot. Upon passage, it becomes will be a great increase in the
law. Twenty two states are involved amount of radioactive waste. The
in this national effort to return the initiative demands that safe storage
decision to the people. Whether the or disposal of wastes be made possiconsumer is for or against nuclear ble. These wastes are toxicfor cenpower, the issue must be presented turies. Plutonium, one of the major
radioactive elements given off, can
be used to manufacture bombs.
In the hands of saboteurs or unstable nations, plutonium presents
potential dangers. Money is being
wasted now, since the plants operate
at 60 percent of their capacity at
most. The initial building expense is
by Ann Bersani

ARE
AMERICANS
Maybe they're naturally in-

dustrious, inventive or frontier-

oriented.
But naturally religious? No.
85 million Americans have
no expressed faith. Millions more
don't practice the faith they profess. Millions more, every year,
drift away from faith altogether.
If you believe in the power
of the Gospel of Jesus and think
His Gospel still has something to
offer America, then maybe you
should investigate the Paulist
way of life.
The Paulists are a small community of Catholic priests who
have been bringing the Gospel

of Jesus to the American People
in innovative ways for over 100
years.
We dothis everydaythrough
the communication arts?books,
publications, television and radio
?on college campuses, in parishes, in missions in the U.S., in
downtown centers, in working
with young and old.
We don't believe in sitting
back. Do vou?
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for strong initiative. Call 661-7869 Cam-

MONEY 3ACK GUARANTEE

1280 Centre
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Newlon Centre
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aware of the situation, by supporting the initiative, bringing it to the
attention of the public, the control
can return to the people. If you
would like to help this happen, call
Steve Wilcox at 964-9425, or come
to a meeting on Tuesday in

McElroy 114 at 6:3opm.

,

Sportswriters
are

happier people.

f=IS educationalSt.,reading service
964-3040

Join
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Heights Sports.

Last year
8,000 women
died ofa
cancer that
can be cured.
Cancer is not fair. It can

strike anyone. However, the
cancer that can only strike

Stir up something tempting
with Apple Jack.
temptedby only one big, round,
juicy delicious apple,think what
tempting things can happen
with 20 of them!
That's howmany whole, treeripened applesgo into every fifth
of Laird's Apple Jack. And what
comes out of it is pure pleasure.
That subtle hint of apple that
comes through naturally in
every drink you make with it.
?
-i/
Here are just
a few.
Jack Rose. One jigger lemon
juice, % jigger grenadine, 2 jiggers Laird's Apple Jack. Shake

women, cervical cancer, is
one of the most curable can-

with ice; strain into cocktail
glass.
Big Apple. Pour one jigger
Laird's Apple Jack into a highball glass, over ice. Fill with 7UP- Add a slice of ,emon or lime
Coke& Apple. 1 jigger Laird's
Apple Jack over ice in a highball LJ
glass. Add coke and a.twist.
Fj
Maybe Adam and Eve didn't pgl
do right by the apple, but you
won't go wrong with Laird's \u25a0\u25a0\u25a0
Applejack. (Send for your free
f{
pebook tQ Apple
Jack, P.O.Box 5077,
\u25a0
New York,
MV
%sj JM, ;

£f

N.Y.

10022)

Zip

College
attending

Class of

Record buyers.
Must know rock, jazz, and current music.
You buy used record albums for me. Parttime work on your own. Average $200 wk.

SPEEDREADING
Read 300 pages in less than one and one half hours, with
comprehension of 80% or better * Individual Instruction *
Small classes

If Adam and Eve were

Missionaries to Modern America

|

Classifieds
Professionally typed papers. Editing also
available. Reasonable rates, always
negotiable. Located near Cleveland Circle.
Call 232-7067 eves.

research. Total reliance on nuclear
power would mean an expensive
energy monopoly.
Whether or not these issues indicate the need for reform, the need
to let the people decide exists. To
decide about the nuclear power initiative, the consumer must be

.

APPLEJACK
BLENDEDAPPLE JACK 80 PROOF DISTRIBUTED BY W A TAYLOR & CO

MIAMI. FLA

.
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NATURALLY
RELIGIOUS?

phenomenal, apart from upkeep,
overhead, and repair of these constantly breaking power plants.
Insurance costs constitute the
most drastic drain of money. No insurance company will dare to insure a nuclear power plant. The'
government provides a miserable
excuse for insurance in the Price
Anderson Act of 1957. This act
provides coverage for 560 million
dollars worth of damage, with
N 3/4 260 million dollar deductible
for the private utilities involved.
Potentialfiscal damagesin a "worst
case accident" amount to 17 billion
dollars, eighteen times the coverage
provided. If the utilities are not
responsible for accidents, they will
be less concerned with securing expensive safety controls. The initiative requires that "consumersbe
able to insure against the damage
from a nuclear accident."
The final point the NSA stresses
is that alternative forms of energy
be considered and developed. Burning coal for energy until solar,
wind, or tidal energy is perfected, is
feasible and cheap. Unfortunately,
only a small percentage of the funds
allocated for energy research is appropriated to solar energy research.
Enough research has been done
that scientists have made estimations about actual implementation of solar energy, pending more
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cers of all. If it's detected
early and treated promptly.
There is a simple test that
can determine if you have
cervical cancer in its earliest
and most curable stage.
It's called the Pap test.
The Pap test is quick, easy,
painless and can help save
your life. Call your doctor
and make an appointment
now.
Last year 8,000 women
died of one of the most curable cancers of all. And they
died needlessly. Because if
every woman had a Pap test
just once a year, cervical
cancer would no longer be a
major threat to women.

American
Cancer Society |
This space conlributed

by

the publisher.
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Letters
Icontinuedfrom paec 4)

More Library
Dear Editor:
With all due respect lo the opinion expressed by Ms. Aber in your
Oct. 13th issue concerning the difficulty of significantly reducing the
theft rate at Bapst, I find it hard to
believe that a policy of checking
every book of every student who
leaves the library
a la the BU
system would not markedly
decrease that rate. Even if this
procedure failed to reduce the incidence of pilfering, however, it
would at least contribute to such
theivery becoming a recognized art
form at BC, as opposed to the
pastime of dilettantes it now
?

represents.

A university should continually
confront its students with intellectual challenges of all sorts, but as
the Heights staff discovered in its
investigation at Bapst, it requires
precious little imaginationto steal a
book there. This state of affairs
fosters "flabby thinking" on the
part of the student just as assuredly
as does a gut course in Thimble
Maintenance and Repair, only with
more serious consequences. As the
employment outlook for college
graduates grows bleaker in the
years to come, we may anticipate a
growing number of BC alumni and
alumnae being forced into careers
of crime in order to maintain the
standard of living to which they
have become accustomed during
their youth. What degree of
criminal expertise is currently being
required of these budding Spiro
Agnews at Bapst, however? Rank
amateur at best. I shudder to think
of the fate of these poorly trained
students when they attempt to ply
their trade in the outside world.
Visions abound of BC grads with
Howdy Doody grins trying to walk
out of supermarkets with a 51b.
canned ham under each arm, and
strings of hot dogs draped around
their necks. Or bankrupted BC
businessmen strolling out of
department stores wearing suits
which still display their price tags.
Given the pathetic preparation for
even petty thievery which is evident
in these scenarios, is it any wonder
that few BC grads ever ascend to
the level of truly professional crime?
For those who question the validity
of this last statement, consider the
fact that Ivy Leaguers far outnumber BC grads on the boards of
directors of virtually every major
corporation in America. If you're
puzzled as to why, trot over to Harvard someday and be so brazen as
to even try to get into Weidner
Library without a card.
Respectfully,
Michael Morris
A&S'7l

Poor Taste

several weeks ago and I was impressed by the academic efforts of
my daughter and the general high
level of academic endeavor by her
classmates.
On page 6. there was an article by
Russell Lepidoptera, which struck
a low blow to good taste. The title
of the piece was vulgar enough, but
the contents went beyond any
reasonable limit. I suggest that any
more literary efforts of Mr.
Lepidoptera be assigned to the
waste basket, rather than to encourage him to try again for more
vulgarity.

For the record, I have been supporting private Catholic education
on the college level since 1958. During the sixties, when every limit to
taste, respect and order was either
ignored or violated, there weren't
many parental voices heard in
protest. The sad result is for all of
us to see and deplore. With that
dreadful record behind us, I think it
behooves all, who support private
education, to raise their voices in
protest, when they see evidence that
flagrant abuses to good taste still

fringed, and excessive governmental entanglement in education will
be prohibited by the voucher
system."

President Ford is now deciding
which anti-busing ammendment he
will support. But I know from personal inquiries that neither the
Catholic Church nor the National
Association of Independent Schools
is presently lobying for a voucher
system. These are only two nation
wide organizations that the private
school parents have.
So at the one moment in history
when the voucher system might be
achieved, there is noone representing the best interests of the private
schools and their constituents, let
alone the causes of "equal opportunity" and "quality education" for
the society at large.
Sincerely,
Henry Davisson
Wellesley, Mass.

November 1st is the
deadline for students
filing for second
semester financial aid.
See Fin. Aid Office for more info.

I1

occur.

Sincerely,
James A. Corrigan
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Forced Busing
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To the Editor:
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As a private school parent my
only reservation concerning a constitutional ammendment to stop
forced busing is that is should give
all parents the right to send their
children to the school of their choice
rather than just the anti-busing
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parents.

It is hypocrisy for politicians,
judges, or bureaucrats on either side
of the busing issue to speak of
"Equal opportunity" while only
the richer parents can send their
children to private schools, or of
"quality education" while parents
are being economically penalized
for sending their children to better
schools. A constitutional ammendment should read, "The natural
rights of the parent will not be in-
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is 2024...
The year
probably live see.
a future you'll

To the Editor:
The September 29th issue arrived
and as a parent of a freshman, I was
interested in the contents. On page
I, there was an article by Paul
Hogan, in which there was a comment about the academic reputation of BC. I can agree to the
reputation, as I visited the campus
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DEJA VU
Need quick cash?
Sell your used records.
Need to save cash?
Buy usedrecords.

DEJA VU,
1105 Mass. Ave.
Harv. Sq. Camb.

10-7 pm daily-661-7869
Free album with this ad this
week only.

anR rated, rather kinky tale of survival
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BOSTON'S

1280 Centre St., Newton Center
at Picadilly Square
Take out orders, too: ice cream pies, cakes,rolls, etc.
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THE HEIGHTS
is holding a combination
meeting/party, on Tuesday, October 28, at 8 pm.

All members of the university community are invited
to come and offer suggestions.

Come and get to know editors and other staff members.
(beer will be served!)

**

The World of Lenny Bruce
featuring

**

Frank Speiser
November 4,1975
8:00 pm ?10:00 pm
O'Connell House
Free Admission
-Tickets available at McElroy ticket booth
Sponsored by UGBC Cultural Committee
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Oops, There Goes
Another One
It's difficult to conceive that the BC football team, which possesses
such obvious talent, could totally dominate an entire contest and yet
leave the gridiron without a victory. That is what happened Saturday
afternoon when the Eagles went into battle against a surprisingly stubborn Syracuse University team in unseasonably mild and festive upstate
New York.
It was a pleasant weekend in Syracuse with much fanfare; for it was
Parent's Weekend at SU. The main event of the extensive list of
festivities was the football game featuring SU's Orangemen against our
BC Eagles. As it turned out, the moms and dads couldn't have been
treated to a more entertaining show!
But it didn't start out that way, at least for the Syracuse contingent.
For the entire first quarter, BC couldn't have looked more impressive,
running at will through a highly touted Orangeforward wall. Also, QB
Mike Kruczek was allowed the opportunity to display his talents to the
huge throng in aging Archbold Stadium and display his talents he did,
confusing the Orange with pinpoint accuracy and nine straight completions.
Seemingly without effort, BC built up a 14-0 lead, not overwhelming,
but nonethelessa fairly secure lead. There was no doubt in any avid BC
fan's mind, that given time, the Eagles could easily score more and
perhaps even embarass the Orange as they had at Alumni Stadium last
year. After all, we had beaten Navy convincingly and wasn't that supposed to be the turning point of the season? True, therewould probably
be no bowl game this year but then again, another 8-3 record is certainly
good enough for us to claim that BC's program is still "big time."
However, almost as quickly as the Eagles had built their lead, they
turned around and proceeded to hand the victory to Syracuse. It was a
generous thought indeed, to be so congenial to their gracious hosts, but
it is doubtful as to whether Yukica and company had this in mind.
What is the problem with BC football today? Quite simply, it is an inability and in fact, almost an aversion, to score. For anyone who has
followed the Eagles this season, it is readily apparent that the offense is
a strong and effective unit. Just a short glimpse at the season statistics
will show that BC has had little difficulty accumulatingyardage and no
defense, except perhaps for Notre Dame, has been able to detain the
well-disciplined, BC offensive machine.
Despite this, howeve, the Eagles have just not been able to place
points on the scoreboard. Yet, this is a BC offense which boasts a strong
nucleus from last year's team which scored 70 points against UMass.
But except for a 41 point outburst against a typically inept Villanova
squad this season, the Eagles offense has not been able to score consistently.

Where can we place the blame? The coach?
Perhaps, but against
Syracuse Saturday, Yukica called basically a very intelligent and sound
gameand still BC could only muster 14points, all coming in the first 17
minutes of play.
The quarterback? Obviously no, for despite four interceptions, Mike
Kruczek continued to pass brilliantly and run his unit with great
leadership and dedication. The backfield certainly has also performed
admirably despite recurring injuries to Glen Capriola and Keith
Barnette. Finally, an inexperiencedoffensive line has become a cohesive
unit and has continuouslygiven the BC backs massive holes in which to
run through.
Also, the Eagle defense, tenacious for the most part, has given the
offense good field position all season.
Still, BC has failed to score with consistency yet this season. They
have been devastatingbetween the twenty-yard lines but once in scoring
position, the offensive has been plagued by perhaps the all too familiar
"BC choke."
If Boston College is to salvage this season, though the question
remains as to whether there is a season left to salvage, they will have to
begin to capitalizeon their opportunities.; However,if the Eagles cannot
cross the intangible barrier that is stopping them, this season, which
opened with such high aspirations, will close with bitter disappointment.

Silver

Glen Capriola accumulated 104 yards in 24 carries before being injured in Saturday's game.

Rich

BC COLLAPSES 22-14
yard gain. On the tackle, BC was relinquished control of the ball and
penalized and Syracuse suddenly halfback Larry King quickly
found itself with a first down at the scooped it up for the Orange.
BC 14. Finally, sophomore Earl
Mitch led Syracuse to a first and
Vaughn capped off the drive with a goal, made possible by a twelve
14 yard burst through the left side yard scamper by Vaughn, at the BC
of the Syracuse line and BC's lead six. Then at that point, the BC
was cut to 14-12. However, the defense stiffened and as they've
Eagles maintained that advantage done several times this year, made
when Paul Murphy and Steve an incredible goal line stand. But
Scialabba teamedbrilliantly to stop with fourth and one, Maloneysent
Mitch on the ensuing two-point in his kicking specialist Dave
conversion attempt.
Jacobs to attempt an 18 yard field
With 10:18 left in the game, SU goal. The impressive freshman discoach Frank Maloney opted to regarded the immensepressure and
kick long and when BC's Pete proceeded to split the uprights to
Laßoy slipped picking up the foot- put Syracuse into a lead that it
ball, the Eagles found themselves would neverlose, 15-14.
with a first down on their own three The Orange scored once more
yard line. However, ignoring the when in the ensuing series following
deafening noise, courtesy of the the kickoff, the Eaglesattempted to
Syracuse faithful, BC marched con- pass into a prevent defense. On
fidently to two first downs, connec- third and five, SU's Larry King
ting twice in key third down picked off a Kruczek aerial at the
situations. Then on third and eight 35 and then ran the rest of the way
from the 29 yard line, Kruczek for the final touchdown.
Prior to their fourth period
completed a pass to tight end Don
Peterson. But when hit by bruising collapse, BC, despite leading by
(continued on page 3)
linebacker Ray Preston, Peterson

by Jim Catapano

A fourth period collapse spelled
doom for the Boston College
Eagles as they fell to the
Orangemen ofSyracuse University,
22-14, Saturday afternoon in jampacked Archbold Stadium. A partisan crowd of 24,105 witnessed
two seperate contests, one ofwhich
featured a dramatic 16 point surge
in the final 15 minute session, by
the Orange and which culminated
in a shocking upset of the BC
Eagles.
Entering the fourth period, with
a fairly secure 14-6 lead, the Eagles
were in the midst of a twelve play
drive which started at their own 25
yeard line. Guiding his team smartly down the field, QB Mike Kruczek
led the Eagles to three consecutive
first downs. However, the drive
stalled at the Syracuse 30 and on
fourth down and eight, Coach Joe
Yukica sent out his kicking
specialist, Fred Steinfort, on to the
field to attempt a 47 yard field goal,
which if successful, would have
probably sealed the victory for BC.
The senior from Brighton, lofted
the ball towards the endzone but
hooked it slightly to the right and
Syracuse took over at their own 20
yard line. Steinfort commented,
"the snap was good, the placement
was good, I just didn't have any
luck with my kicks all day."
Given a reprieve, the Orangemen
commenced on what proved to be
their only sustained drive during
the course of the entire afternoon.
Substitute quarterback Bob Mitch,
from the shotgun formation,
directedthe Orange to a first down
at midfieldwhen he scrambledfor a
fifteen yard gain on second and ten.
Then on third down and nine from
the BC 49, Mitch took to the air
and found his favorite target, end
Lonnie Allgood, wide open for a 21

MIT Upends Eagles 1-0;
Friars Extend Losing Streak

Silver

QB Mike Kruczek completed 23 of 30 passes for 212 yards during BC's disappointing loss to Syracuse.

Rich

MIT

than playing soccer.

In the first half play was fairly
by Dave Coulthard
Victories at MIT seem like they even but BC was getting beaten to
occur about as often as Haley's the ball much too often and thus
Comet. The Engineers got to savor could not sustain any kind of offenone last Tuesday though, as the
hosts upended the BC soccer team
1-0. The loss to MIT extended the
struggling Eagles' winless skein to
five games in which the team has
been shutout'four timeswhile scoring only one goal. MIT nailed the
lid on BC's coffing by knocking the
Eagles out of contention for the
Greater Boston League title; the
only thing that could have salvaged
a good season.
Seven minutes into the second
half MIT scored the only goal of
the game. With BC having a difficult lime clearing the ball from its
own end, MIT capitalized on the
opportunity. One of the Engineer
forwards intercepted a pass and
then was allowed to take an unmolested shot that went just out of
the reach of goalie Dave Roache
and into the net.
BC never really threatened to
score the rest of the game,
although, if the team played sound
soccer there would have been many
good chances. Instead, both teams
seemed more intent on elbowing,
pushing and tripping each other

sive attack. Coach Westerkamp,
trying to. find some scoring punch,
started a new forward line combination with Jeff Lewin switching
his midfield position with striker
Bill Fraser. Marty Carney, returning for the first time from an ankle
injury, made his appearance starting at left wing.
At the five minute mark the MIT
goalie committed grand larceny on
Carney, robbing him of a goal with
a diving save. Fraser almost scored
late in the half on a direct kick but
that was about it for scoring
chances by BC. Numerous other
forward combinations were tried
throughout the game in an effort to
find a cohesive unit, but none
worked. One of the major reasons
for the poor offense was the timid
play of the forwards who allowed
the MIT backs plenty of time to get
rid of the ball.

Providence
by John Fouhy
It is impossible to recount the
various incredible miracles which
(continued on pager 21
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Dem '01 Soccer Blues
Once upon a time there was a university named Boston College. It
was through the benevolence of Trustees, Vice Presidents and finally an
Athletic Director whichestablisheda varsity soccer team.
At first things were rough, shabby uniforms and moonlighting law
librarians their sole sustenance. Though none of them will be installed
into our "Hall of Fame" they were heroes nevertheless. Their scheduling was erratic and the defeats would usually outnumbervictories. But
they had fun. It consisted predominatley of commuters (an endangered
species of late) and a source ofaffiliation midst alienation. Soccer was a
quasi-fraternity. Yet, ye goode olde days have faded, what remains is
difficult to discern.
With the season of Seventy-Two,A.D.Bill Flynn served up a new
delight, Ben Brewster entered. This debonair Ail-American savior
would boost Boston College in the collegiatespotlight. The prestigious
plateau was just not to be reached.
After a mediocre season, an innovative indoor program, and recruitment (though thereexisted no aid),
Ben left for England. Brewster
desired more than the seasonal salary Boston College was willing to
offer. A full-time coach was not in the "master plan"; other priorities
remained forefront. A commitment was necessary, one more realistic
than free dinners and new uniforms. The soccer Eagles had been left at
the altar. So damn typical...
Ben's successor was and is presently Hans Westerkamp. Chosen from
a pool of qualified applicants; his qualifications were impressive. A
former DutchOlympiansprinter, stellar wing for Ajax(pro soccer club),
adolescent rehabilitator and lecturer in sociology, Hans had it all.
Scholar-athlete, the socratic dichotomy,with a guidance counselor to
boot. Flynn was gloating in his refined wisdom. Some three-plus years
have passed since soccer was given the approval for take-off, yet obviously they remain hopelesslyground bound. Yearly we sports writers
have been given flowering prophecies of perceived glory, left only with
the bitter task of rationalizing endless defeat. In '73 it was "we are
building" in 74, "the GBL Title", this time all three put together. Yet,
once again the season will wither away quite empty of any real achievement. Who is to blame? The coach, the players, the Athletic Director all
warrant some bit of the indictment. Some more than others.
Undoubtedly the talent and desire exisits on the team. Last years indoor season was a complete success with seventy guys braving frigid
temperatures twice weekly. They practice and practice and then some
more, but then lose to an ineptMlTl.-O. Each Septemberbegins with bottomless enthusiasm; watching it completely evaporatedis the most painful. Things just are not pleasurable anymore. There exists a state of
futility and an omnipresent lack of mutual respect. Last year Hans
began "planning for next season" with sevencontest,remaining.Locker
room rumor depicts a similar attitude presently. Why? The players are
anxiously awaiting the return of indoor (student coordinated) soccer.
An answer to this perplexity is necessary. I have a possible cure
The affliction is not solely soccer but that of minor sports ingeneral.
The Athletic Director who is directly responsible for their development
has his own set of priorities. It is assumed football lies number onein his
heart. Rightfully so, they are the bread and butter past time. However,
its "full steam ahead"' mentality leaves Mr. Flynn little time to attend
the others. The product is sheer waste; the waste of timeand talent.
The solution might lie in appointing an assistant with complete
responsibility for those sports off the beaten path; (with the major
sports rapidly becoming student observant rather than participant any
real opportunity for inter-collegiatecompetition exists with the minors)
someone who really understands the needs of both player and program.
He could also be the soccer coach. Whatever; however, it is due time the
Athletic Association realized the importance of a minor sport.

Silver

The 1975 Boston College Eagles await the start of Saturday's game
against Syracuse.
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Polo ays Unbeaten; Drop Harvard 11-8

by Matthew S. Karpacz
In a game against a highly rated
Ivy League school, BC beat Harvard 11-8. Harvard committed 18
personal fouls, but that didn't stop
BC. Freshman Chip Reynolds wasJ*
the high scorer of the game, He,
along with Tim Ryan, Jay Mercer,
Don Gross, and Kevin
scored six goals in the first quarter!
Out of 16 shots on goal by BC, 11
socred; this is a 68 percent shooting
average and a team record.
Mike Quigley did another fine jobin
the net with 14 saves.

Wellesley Hands BC Field Hockey E st Loss

..
.

two teams were very evenly
A disheartening loss was suffered matched. Each team was unby the Boston College Women's defeated, and at each position they
Field Hockey team last Wednesday were matched-the goalies, the offenafternoon as they traveled to sive team and the defensive.
by Jane McCarthy

Wellesley, and were defeated 2-0.
One may think that a loss with
only two goals scored against you
isn't anything but the fact is that
this team has been undefeated so far
this season. All season long the
team gave it their all game after
game, beating teams from
Wesleyan, Trinity, BU, Holy Cross
and SMU. This team was one of the
few that could boast such a

successful season.

With another low scoring game
defense played an important role.
Throughout the entire first half
scoring attempts were thwarted by
both goalies, Katie Clemons for the
Eagles and Reba Recasco for
Wellesley.
Several key break-away scoring
attempts were'made by Wellesley,
only to be broken up by Clemons. A
score this early in the game would
have been crucial to either team.
Offensively, BC's attackers went
into Wellesley's end often, but each
scoring attempt was either broken
up by their goalie, Recasco or the
attempt didn't click, 'and a shot was
never fired.
As the end of the first half approached it was evident that these

As the second half began one
knew that the next thirty-five
minutes would be just as competitive as the first halfhad been.
Wellesley seemed to assert itself
first, as a Wellesley attacker went
down field and penetrated the entire
BC team, leaving Clemons alone.
But once again, as she has done so
much this season, Katie came up
with a superb effort, keeping the
score knotted 0-0.
Many fine individual efforts were
shown in the game, for both sides.
At one point in the second half a
Wellesley attacker was going down
field to what appeared to be a sure
score, when Robin Schelzi made a
diving stab at the ball, breaking up
the play.
The scoreless tic was broken up
when Wellesley's attacker, Kate
Riepe scored from the right side,
right in front of Katie Clemons.
For the next fifteen minutes
countless attacks were made by
each team, only to be denied by the
goalies and the defense.
When it seemed that BC would
score to knot the score with ten
minutes left in the game, Katie
Riepe scored again from right in

front, upping the score to 2-

Wellesley.
;
This score seemed to tali
everything out of the team, ar
although they broke down the fie
several times, the attempts were ft
naught.
A dismal and saddened BC tea
traveled home, but when a lo
finally did come for the Eagles
was to a fine, undefeated team fro

Eagles R
by Ken Rivetz
This Saturday afternoon, *We
University of Miami Hurricanes
will visit Alumni Stadium to take on
Boston College. It could be a very
interesting and exciting football
game as the Hurricanes are a very
deceiving team.
Just to look at their 1-4 record so
far in 1975, one would assume they
would be a pushover for the Eagles,
who last played Miami in 1973 and
were defeated 15-10. That contest
featured a 100 yard kickoff return
by Mike Esposito now with the
NFL's Atlanta Falcons.
However, the team from Corat
Gables, Fla. plays perhaps thtoughest schedule of any team in th

Booters Drop 5th Straight
(continued from page I)

occured at water-submerged Alum-

ni Stadium Saturday afternnon. It
would almost suffice to claim that
Providence College defeated BC,
4?3, behind a score by Bill
Drennen with 43 seconds remaining, but this drama included much
much more.
The Eagles, playing the finest
soccer of their season, leaped ahead
of the visiting Friars at the six
minute mark on a perfectly placed
head shot by captain Marty
Carney. Carney was set up
beautifully by Woody Smith who
placed an indirect kick 20 feet outside the Providence net. Less than
four minutes later, converted
fullback Ed Nash whistled a low
shot inside the far goal-post after
pouncing on a deverted clearing
shot by PC fullback Pelozej. BC
Coach Hans Westercamp had
moved the freshman up to center
forward to supply some much
needed scoring punch to the BC attack.
BC continued to play fundemental soccer throughout the first half.
The defense led by Bill Fraser and
Nino Burcik continually thwarted
any scoring attempt by Providence,
and aided by sliding saves from
goalie Dave Roache, shutout the
potent Friars in the first half. The
offense applied constant pressure
and fine passing by the halfbacks

Three days prior to the Harvard
ne, on Sunday, Oct. 12, BC went
the University of New
mpshire to beat them again, this
c the score was 26 to 5. The
jies won this game in their usual
nner by scoring the majority of
ir points in the first quarter.
IH didn't score at all in the first
Trter and tallied only one goal in
h of the next two quarters. Mike
igley was in goal again with 10
ss.
.ater that same day, BC played
of the best teams in the region,

sent in on two partial breakaways,

but both low shots slipped by wide.
In toto, the 2-0 Eagle advantage did
not sufficiently represent BC's
dominationof the first halfof play.
However, the game and the
weather drastically changed after
the second half kick-off. As the
monsoon converted the astro-turf
into a Mattel slip-and-slide, the
Eagle's fell into a defensive shell
and allowed the Friars into the
game. During the first twenty
minutes of the half, pc slowly built
offensive momentum and peppered
goalie Roache with long shots. BC
appeared to snap out of the lull and
moved the ball quickly up the field,
but a sudden clearing kick was
snatched up by forward Ferzoco
who fed his wing Papz for
Providence's initial goal.
Immediately, BC dowsed the
Providence fire (the pouring rain
couldn't) as Ed Nash deposited a
PC mistake into the right corner of
the net under the surprised goalie.
Nash's second goal placed BC into
a seemingly insurmountable 3-1
lead with fifteen minutes remaining. However, what follwoed was
the most amazingcomeback, under
the worst, conditions
Initially, a BC foul in the penalty
area presented Providence with a
gift penalty score by Papaz at 37:13.
BC answered this scored with a
three minute display ofball control.

Suddenly, the ball squirted loose
from a .BC fullback and winger
Deßard floated a roller past
Roache with less than four minutes
to go. Pulling the fullbacks up into
the action, BC attempted to pull
this one out. The move failed as
Drennen split the D and submarined a shot into the back of the
net, thrusting ecstatic Providence
into a 4-3 lead. The remaining
seconds were anticlimatic as
Providence ran out the clock. After
one of the finest shows of skill under duress, BC's record fell to a disappointing 3-7-1, as the losing
streak extended to five games.
Senior John Capiellogains control of the ball in Saturday afternoon action
against Providence. Captain Marty Carney watches closeby.

vVellesley. The team got it all
ogetherearly in the season and beat
ixcellent teams, many of them the
/arsity "A" teams both on and off
he road.
? \u25a0 *

The Field Hockey team closes out
he season at home, on Thursday
October 30, it wouldbe only right to
tave some fans turn out to cheer for
me of the best teams at the Heights.

sport, hustle can only carry a team girls of high school age. The young
After three weeks of preparatory so far. Many of the women, had not women who faced BC have had impractice, the Boston College previously played an official game portant game experiencetypified
Women's Soccer Team received its and nervousness was rampant. The their ownership of the Bay State's
first taste of competitive action, Needham team was fundementally Girls Soccer- Championship of
Saturday, as it hosted the Needham sound and at the beginning of the 1975.
Bay Ail-Star team at Alumni first half pressured BC's scrappy ? Therefore, BC faced its toughest:
Stadium. The final 10-0 Needham defense, led by Nancy Arrix and opponent in its very first game as a
team. As organizer and forward
victory was not indicative of the Karen Heacox.
Needham, under the direction of Kathy Kane said, following the
spirited action which took place.
Initially, BC, showed the the organizer and coach Vern game, "I think we'd better start
problems of any new organization White, has established, over a playing club teams like us to save
as their attempts tended to period of three years, a strong our egos." However, Needham did
(continued on page 4 j
overshadow their ability. In any woman's soccer program utilizing

BC's Women's Waterpolo has a
greatly improved team this year.
Their first game was held at the
Sports Complex on October 3rd
against a fast swimming University
of Mass. team. BC played a very
good game but in the third quarter
UMass pulled ahead by scoring 5
goals to the Eagles 2. Kirn
Moraham's late score in the fourth
quarter was to no avail because
UMass scored an additional two
goals to make the final score 9-5.
Goals were scored by Sara Groden,
Kirn Morham, Jody Brietfeller, and
Nancy Brennan, who was the high
;corer. Goal-tending was shared by
Sue Greene and Jody Breitfeller.

urn Home
:ountry. In successive weeks, they

s»gaged in battles with such
rujbodiesas Oklahoma, Nebraska,
md Colorado not to mention
Georgia Tech and Houston. The
fajct that they lost to four of these
five clubs, with their only win
against Houston, is certainly no disgrace. They gaveeach of them quite
i .battle before succumbing. In fact,
:hey lost to Oklahoma 20-17 in the
last minutes of the game and led
Nebraska at halftime. Off these perr omances, Miami should certainly
3e considered a worthy opponent.
So far this season, the
hurricanes, under first year head
;oach Carl Selmer, have utilized a
balanced rushing and passing atBoth aspects of the offense are
quitecapably led by senior quarterjack Kary Baker. Baker is in charge
}fa rushing attack that has netted
095 yards while they have gained an
rimost equal total of 770 yards
hrough the air.
Baker likes to run with the ball
wmself, as well as throw, as he has
;arried 56 times to lead Miami in
hat department.
The leadingground gainers are I3acks, as Coach Selmer likes to call
hem, Tim Morgan and Don Marin", both juniors. Morgan, who runs
he 100 in 9.7 seconds, has 154 yards
>n 50 carries and i$ one of the more
:xciting performers to come to
Shestnut Hill in quite some time.
4e also returns kickoffs and has a
riurricane record return of 100
/ards to his credit. The recordleaking run came in their last
>ame against Houston and helped
0 defeat the Cougars 24-20.
1 Don Martin, who scored the win-

.

Women's Soccer Falls in Opener
by John Fouhy

Bowdoin College. Bowdoin's star
player, John Honrihan, who is a
great shooter from any angle, was
covered by Peter Holbrook.
Holbrook played defense for all
four quarters and kept a tight
coverage on Honrihan throughout
the game. Holbrook deservesall the
credit he can get, because without
him, BC would not have won. Jay
Mercer was high scorer with three
goals followed by Tim Ryan with
two. The final score was BC 9Bowdoin 8.

CrossConntry
On Tuesday, October 21, the
Greater Boston Cross-Country
Championships were held at
Franklin Park. Northeastern
University easily won the event
which pits teams from the seven
> major area colleges. Individually,
BC's Jim Capezzuto was runnerup,
finishing 13 seconds behind NU's
John Flora; but as a team, BC
"finished a distant fourth.
?

to Host

On the following Thursday the
Women went against a confident
Wellesley team who had beaten
them in years previous. Wellesley's
forcefullness is due to Kirn Cole an
all American Waterpolo player,
who scored all of the team's goals.
Excellent defense by BC's Mary
Elian Sullivan kept Kirns scoring to
7 goals. Nancy Brennan was high
scorer with 4 goals, followed by
Sara Groden and Kirn Moraham
with 3 a piece and Jody Breitfeller
with one goal. The team never tired
because of a rotation of players by
using Laure O'Reilley and Sarah
Storm. Goalie Sue Greene played
her position well and stopped 6 of
Kirns shots.
BC traveled to Harvard to play
probably their most magnificent
game of the season against Radcliff.
A strong defense by Mary Kay
Finnerty, Mary Ellen Sullivan and
Molly Aalyson, helped the goalies
Janille Blackburn and Jody
Breitfeller get their first shut-out.
Sara Groden was the high scorer
with 6 goals, while Janille
Blackburn and Trisha Herliky contributed to the victory with 100percent shooting averages. The final
score was BC 20 and Racliff 0.

Hurricanes

ning touchdown against Houston, is
right behind Morgan with 31 carries
for 124 yards. Ottis Anderson, a
promising freshman, has been alternating at full back with captain
Larry Bates. Bates, who should be
at full strength for the BC game
after a series of nagging injuries, is
counted upon for the tough yards as
Keith Barnette is for the Eagles.
Junior wingback Larry Cain closes
out the starting backfield for
Miami. He has gained 70 yards in
limited duty.
When Baker goes to the airhe has
a fine split end by the name of Phil
August waiting. In five game s this
year the junior has caught 17 passes
for 249 yards. Also prime targets of
Baker's are sophomore tight end
Charlie Claud who has caught nine
aerials and Mike Adams, who has
been on the receiving end seven
times and has scored one
touchdown.
Doing a good job leading the way
for the Hurricanes in the offensive
trenches have been seniors Bert
Camut, a guard who wights in at
256 pounds and 240 pound center
George Demopoulos.
Defensively, Miami has given up
considerably more rushing yardage
than passing. Opponents have
averaged 281.2 yards a game on the
ground and only 88.8 through the
air but teams like Oklahoma and
Nebraska seldom throw the ball.
The Hurricanes have succeeded,
however, in holding these teams to
below their seasonal rushing
averages.
An inexperiencedunit, it has been
anchored by defensive tackles Gary
Dunn and Eddie Edwards. Roun-
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ding out the front wall are ends John
McGriff a sophomore, and senior
Steadman Scavella and nose guard
Don Latimer.
The linebacking corps, completely rebuilt from last year consists of
soph. Craig Cosden and junior
Gregg Wallick.
Heading a stingy defensive
backfield, which combined, has intercepted the opposition three times,
are Ernie Jones, Willie Jenkins and
Joe Bettencourt, all possessing good
speed.
The Hurricanes boast a fine kicking game with Mike Archer, Rod
Huffman and Chris Dennis. Archer
and Huffman share the punting and
have a combined averageof 40.1 on
26 kicks. Dennis is a threat doing
the placekicking as he is a perfect
nine for nine on extra points and has
hit on seven of nine field goal

attempts.
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John Nylander

On the Line
I'll bet you're ready and waiting for it! "Here it comes", you say,
"another column stripping Joe Yukica of all but his Pennsylvania
"Coach of the Year" ring and his tennis sneakers!"
Wrong this time. Although much of the criticism ol Yukica may be
deserving, the man can't go out on the field and play for the team. Those
good old days of Perm State are long gone. But by now, I'm sure we've
the evaporationof thepassing
all heard plenty about the bad things
game, the frequent mental lapses of the defensive secondary, and too
many game plans which have been about as effective as fertilizing the
stadium turf! You're probably wondering whether we have anything
good to say, or are we writers promoting ticket sales for Joe's "Bonvoyage" party. Well of course we wouldn't do that! I hope our integrity
as writers is above that; furthermore, the tickets haven't come in yet.
So for the moment, let's leave the sideline game and look at the one
that counts . .the game on the field. You remember that one, don't
you? The game where twenty two full-grown Behemoths run around
patting each other on the butt.
On the field, therehave been some goodsigns, but they unfortunately
don't get the print and so go unnoticed. This has been the play of the
Linemen! Those guys who because of their size and ability, find
themselves banging heads on every play. These players who are either
blocking for high stepping running backs and clean uniformed quarterbacks, or trying to stop them.
The BC offensive line, which averages 64", 2601b5., has had its work
cut out since the very first play from scrimmage last September Bth
against Notre Dame. Ah yes, memories, memories. Who can forget the
play of John Maxwell. I mean, Steve Niehaus is tough, and that's just
how "Max" played him. John has done a great job in protecting
Kruczek, and make no mistake about it, those big holes that Capriola
gets are not there by accident. There's no doubt that Max has surfaced
as one of the premier linemen in the east.
As far as accidents go, we must give Coach Yukica some credit. Who
else would have anticipated the many mishaps the offense has had with
the ball. In a brilliant move, he countered this by moving Tom Lynch
from Defensive Tackle to an Offensive Tackle position. One gold star
for Joe! For those of us who were devoted(or foolish) enough to listen
to the 22-14 gagging at Syracuse this weekend, who will ever forget
Lynch (after a Kruczek interception) chasing the Syracuse theif 55
yards; the result being a touchdown saving tackle. For defensive sake,
thank God, Tommy will be back next year!
However, what running game would be complete without the
guards! Steve Manni and Steve Schindler deserve nothing but the best
sirlions for their work this season. These guys have been pulling their
hearts out in an attempt to bust open those holes.
Now if you want to talk about experience,strength and quickness for
the Center position, Don Macek is The Man. This guy has been the
strong hold in the BC line since the departure of Corbett. With any luck
at all, seniorDon Macek will have a nice fat paycheck next year!
When you have a defensive line that is number one: Tough, and
number two: Young; what more can you ask for?Three sophomores and
two juniors make up this big BC line. Chuck Morris and Steve Anzalone
at tackle, have no doubt made the Defensive Tackle position as secure
as BC has seen in a long while. These two seem to be in on a tackle
wherever it's made.
At the ends, you have the "Bad Man" and the "Style Man". Bobby
Moore is the type of player that just loooooves to meet new people.
Anyone coming his way betterbe ready for a handshake in the form of a
pile driver! On the other side, Byron Hemingway is the Main Man.
Byron with his game ending sack against Navy, has now perfected the
art of "Arm Tackling" .only kidding Byron. Hemingway's quickness
has made the job of Defensive End look easy.
When a person is 6'l" and wighs 240 lbs., your first thought is that a
crash diet is in order. But when he plays tackle for BC, and his name is
Peter Cronan, you ask him when he wants seconds! This season, Pete
has no doubt taken over the stage as the defensive star. Many of his
teammates say that he could start anywhere in the country. I for one,
believe it. His specialty? Making tackles when you think he's on the
ground and blocked out of the play.

.

.

All in all, Miami isn't a bad footteam as they have several
talented and exciting players worth
watching. BC will have to give a
These guys have really played as if every game was their last. From
good, solid effort if they want to
defeat the Hurricanes for the second their efforts, you would think that the BC record was more like 6-1 than
3-4.
time in eight meetings.

ball

SU Dumps BC; Record Drops to 3-4
(continuedfrom page I)
season.
Later in the second period,
only eight points, displayed complete domination over the Orange. defensive halfback Dave Almeida
After halting Syracuse's initial gave BC another great scoring opdrive in the first period, the Eagles portunity when he intercepted an
took over at their own 25 and Orange pass and returned it to the
marched effortlessly for a score. SU 39. The Eagles drove to the 19
Kruczek, who was five for five dur- but on third and twelve, Kruczek,
ing the drive, hit flanker Billy forced to scramble, was intercepted
Paulsen on a perfect strike for a 22 by King who brought the ball back
yard touchdown pass and a 7-0 BC 72 yards to the BC 14. Once again,
the defense held but the Orange got
lead.
On their second series, BC on the scoreboard when Jacobs
started from their own 20 following connected on a 25 yard field goal
a missed Syracuse field goal. Once
The only other score in the game
again, the Eagles found no difficult came late in the third period when
ty moving the ball and in thirteen Syracuse drove from their 20 to the
plays, on a three yard plunge by BC 42. Utilizing a surprise shotgun
Capriola, BC scored again to make formation, the Orangeamassed two
the count read 14-0. The 80 yard first downs before being stopped.
scoring march, which proved to be But on fourth and thirteen from the
the final score for BC during the BC 42, Jacobs attempted a 58 yard
contest, was the longest touchdown FG. The kick split the uprights,
drive against Syracuse so far this barely clearing the goal posts, and

represented a new Syracuse record.
Despite the loss, BC had several
individual performances that are
worth notice. QB Kruczek completed a phenomenal 23 out of 30
passes for 212 yards, while

Capriola, before an injury, accumulated 104 yards in 24 carries.
Also, FB Tony Melchiorre gained
58 yards in 15 attempts.

In retrospect, Coach Yukica
stated, '"For the most part, our
defense played well again but out
inability to score hurt us a lot. We
had the opportunities but we just
couldn't get the points on the
scoreboard."
Next week, BC hosts a tough
Miami team. In order to win, they
will have to score with greater consistency. Otherwise, it could be
ajoother.long afternoon.
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Letters
Dear Editor:
The morning after the Notre
Dame game I got up and got myself
a beer. Anyone who has ever lived
in Chicago, and has tried to be a
loyal sports fan, understands why,
and can relate to BC's recent sports
woes. There is probably no other
city where, at one time or another,
the pre-season enthusiasm built for
a team has repeatedly resulted in
disappointment. "The Cubs will
shine in '69" seemed to hold some
weight until the they exhibited their
Despite headsup play by members of the newly formed soccer squad, the incomparableability to gag against
Sue unbelievableodds. The Blackhawks
women lost to an experienced Needham squad 10-0.
collapsed in the Stanley Cup
playoffs after leading the
Canadiens two games to none. And
(continued from page 3)
goalie. In a period of approximate- the Bulls, after avoiding their
not score until midway through the ly four minutes, Needham scored a perennial nemesis in Milwaukee,
first half, mostly due to the ex- total of three times, all from choked to Golden State. Every year
are going to turn-itcellent play of goalie Patty Kelly. resounding shots. The talent of the
Patty shook off early game jitters Needham became apparent as they arourid, and this year the optimism
and turned in an outstanding first stretched their lead overa tired but was probably the widest with a
half, allowing only three goals competitive BC team. Needham complete overhaul of the organizawhich resulted from sustained profited from a hat-trick by "Ber- tion and the additions of Walter
pressure by the Needham offense in nie" Lombardo and double-scorers Payton and Ron Shanklin. How
front of the BC net. The BC offense Michelle Younis and Suen could a team be bad with a coach
named Par?dee? So much for the
depended heavily on the speed of McQuillan.
However, the 10-0 loss will help 'Monsters of the Midway."
center .forward Connie Lambert,
And so I attempted to escape to
who on several chances, attempted more than hurt BC's newest team.
Not only did the women gain game the East. The land of the Celtics,
to outrace the Needham defenders
experience, but, because of the the Bruins, the Yankees and the
\u25a0only to be foiled by lack of a suptalent of their opponents, their
porting cast.
basic weakensses became obvious.
"Foam RubberIs Our Business'
The second half resembled the Witnessing the spirit of the team, it
first until Michelle Younis began a is a common belief that hard pracdeluge of Needham scoring with a tice will eventually bring a victory
AND POLYUR ETHAN E FOAM 8. DACRON
quick 15 foot blast over the fallen to women's soccer at the Heights.

Burns

Ne dham Topples

Eagles 10-0

Red Sox. At least these teams know
what it's like to be No. I, and that
at the end of the regular season
there is an event called the World
Series. Even if Joe Namath, Bobby
Orr, Phil Esposito and O.J. don't
win they at least generate a little excitement (something 1 haven't experienced since Bobby Hull, Gale
Sayers and Mr. Butkus made a living in the Windy City.)
When I first arrived at BC the
only significant thing I knew about
BC sports was that the '68 Winter
Olympic hockey team was BC. The
football team had promise
(remember the Texas build-up?),
and this year after, pre-season
notoriety was to end in New
Orleans. The basketball team was
young and it was cooking. But a
loss to Notre Dame here and a
Kansas loss there (and many
hockey losses) and it's like back
home.
But here lies the tragedy. BC does
have damn good teams and excellent personel. But the false hopes
and blown up enthusiasm lead us to

'

look back and see failure, as if BC
didn't accomplish what they should
have, rather than what they could
have. I will always applaud BC for
being able to compete with the
"bigger" schools (and many times
not only win but dominate). And
this winter I will drink my beer and
scream odd noises in support for
BC B?Ball, for there is cautious
hope for an excellent season, where
in Chicago the only winning, team
this year will be the big Daley
Machine.
Pau Jjracek

,

Earn Free Skiing
At Wildcat
Organize a group of ten
or more to ski Wildcat
and get your ski
vacations free. Details
write: Wildcat Mountain
Rt. 16, Jackson, NH
03846, or call 1-800-2588902.

The

"Eagle's Eye"
holds a Round

Table Discussion
on
"The Problem of
Minority Students at
B.C.''

FOAM RUBBER

For Every Purpose

BC Optical Shop

New Low Fees

Located in the
Bookstore
Telephone extension 170

CUTTO ANY SIZE & SHAPE
AT NO EXTRA CHARGE
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f Discount Prices^
MATTRESSES-CUSHIONS BOLSTERS
PILLOWS PADSSHREDDED

IMPORTED
DANISH DESIGN
FURNITURE
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& Cover
Replacements
Made to Order In
Vinyls & Upholstery Fabrics
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Foam Rubber
Discount Center
Store Hours: Daily 9am

to 5:30prr

Saturday to 4:30pm

GOOD

AM

TIMES
ALL
THE TIME

835 BEACON STREET

BOSTON

SUNDAY AFTERNOONS
JOHN MORGAN
TUESDA Y NIGHTIS COLLEGE NIGHT.
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MALLET

237 Wash near GovCtr 227 6676

Wednesday, 7:00
pm
WZBC 90.3 FM
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, Thousands of Topics

Send for your up-to-date, 160page, mail order catalog. Enclose
$1.00 to cower postage and

handling.

RESEARCH ASSISTANCE, INC.
11322 IDAHO AVE., # 206
LOS ANGELES. CALIF. 90025
(213) 477-8474
Our research papers are sold for
research purposes only.

This Sporting Week...
October
27 Sailing-Hoyt Trophy at Brown
27 Cross Country vs. Northeastern with BU and
U Mass
28 Field Hockey vs. Tufts
29 Soccer vs. Brandeis
30 Field Hockey vs. Bentley
November
1 Football vs. Miami
1 Soccer vs. U Mass
1 Cross Country- Division 1
1-2 Sailing-Schell Trophy at MIT
2 Sailing- Shields Invitational at Coast Guard
Height* Spans acknowledges .md is grateful In the Blue Chips ol Boston
College Athletics for the financial support Blue (.hips makes available to an expanded Heights Sports.

